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Three Train Is Hurled 300 Feet Down
Mountain Cliff In Sight
Men Badly Hurt In Railof Friend
road Wreck

CARS

TODAY

PLUNGE

DOWN

RANKS

WAS

WEDGED

IN A

CREVICE

Wreckage of Flyer From Chi- Her Waving Hair Nearly Strangles Her Finally
cago to New Orleans Caught
Fire
Dies.
Memphis, April IS. Four mailing ' special to the New Mexican.
clerks dead and three train men and
Agricultural College, X. M., April 18
a mail clerk injured in a wreck of
To find herself sudenly trapped on
the through flyer from New Orleans a cliff in the Organ mountains, wiiile
to Chicago on the Illinois Central five climbing up to get a better view or
mi'es north of Jackson, Miss., early for the excitement of the ascent, and
today. The engine left the track and then to slip faster and faster and
be
down a 15 foot embankment, ally lose complete control and
carrying with it baggage, mail and li- hurled downward several hundred feet
brary cars and two Pullmans. The '.with ever accelerating speed suddenwreckage caught fire and the bodies ly to be brought to a standstill wedged
of the mail clerks were cremated.
tight in a mountain crevice, her back
injured, both legs broken and her
STRIKING STREET RAILWAY
hair tied like a noose around lier
MEN SLOW TO RETURN. throat and mouth, was the terrible experience of Miss Ella Pohl or Belen,
Philadelphia, April IS. The strik- X. M., Sat urday. When finally extracting motormen and conductors of the ed from her position Miss Pohl lived
Rapid Transit Company, who were on!y a few hours. Miss Ethel Shearer
last night directed to return to work whose residence could not be ascerwere tained today, was near Miss Pohl when
by their executive committee
slow to follow orders. Up to noon, the accident happened and called for
only about 100 had reported at the help but to no avail. She was unin-

Des Moines, la., April 18. Secretary Greene of the Iowa State Horti-

cultural Department today estimated
the loss to Iowa fruit and vegetables
from the recent freezing weather to
be between $5,000,000 and $10,000,000.
Early fruit, cherries and plums in particular, have been totally destroyed.
Snow is falling today in many parts
of Iowa. It was 22 degrees above zero
in southern Iowa last night.
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CHINESE GOVERNOR
KILLED BY RIOTERS.

Hankow, April 18. Late dispatches
from Ohangsha where the natives
have been rioting and much property
belonging to foreign missionaries has
been destroyed, say that quiet has
been
restored. The provincial treasa
weeks' illness. Mr. Halford was
urer
taken charge of affairs, the
has
brother of Major Elijah W. Halford, governor of the
province having been
private secretary to President Harri- killed by rioters.
son.
Several years ago he was connected
with various metropolitan papers as
a nolitical writer in Washington. He
had also been connected in important
capacities with the Associated Press
and New York Sun. Mr. Halford was
a native of Hamilton, O., and was, 59
years old. He was the father of
Twenty-secon- d
Lieutenant Doane Halford,
S.
U.
A.,
and
Captain According to Scathing Open
infantry,
Frank Halford of the Marine corps.
ing Address of ProsecutIt Wasn't an Easy Job.

IERILE

Another and

ff

DamIs'
Very Likely That Judge Powers Snow Falling Today and
Is
age Reported
WUlBe Elected '
Tremendous.
Senator.
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, April 18 Representative Burleson and Smith of Texas are
waiting on the secretary of the interior to fix the date for a consultation
with the President on the Engle irrigation project. Editor Dingley, brother of Chairman Dingley, of the Lewis-toJournal, says Senator Hale will he
defeated by Judge Powers of the state
supreme court. Without spending as
much as a nostage stamn, he only
lacked 0 votes of defeating Hale in
the latter's own county.
Death of Veteran Editor.
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LOSS

1.000,000

i
They Want to Talk to Pres- Frost Destroys Cher r e s ,
Plums and Other Early
ident About Elephant
Fruit
Butte Project

ILL

CAN

Washington, April 18 A. J.
formerly a newspaper man of
considerable prominence and in recent years editor of the congressional
directory, died yesterday after several
Hal-for-

ANTONIO JOSEPH.

barns.

FORMER DELEGATE ANTONIO

jured.
The girls were pupils at the Agri
cultural College and today a cloud overhangs that institution which has
NO
never had sudh a sad death among
its pupils as that of Miss Pohl.
How It HappeneC.
Miss Pohl with other students were
IT
Distinguished Statesman Died at Ojo Caliente Yesterday
out on a picnic. Miss Pohl and Miss
Shearer took great delight in mounAt Age of 64 Years. Had Suffered With Bright's
tain climbing as does almost every
Disease and Lingered For Some Time
gone up a
Hungary Greatly Excited one in this country and hadfound
that
when
cliff
they suddenly
Was Native of Taos.
Over Visit of Distinguishthey had placed themselves in a very
ed Visitor
dangerous position. Both tried to get
ing Attorney
Hon. Antonio Joseph, delegate to later by Colonel Sterling Price and
to a safer spot and Miss Shearer suc
ser18.
Having
Washington, April
Mexico from 1884 his men.
New
from
ceeded. Not so her companion. See
Congress
secreved seventeen days as private
to 1894 and a native of Taos, died yesMr. Joseph received a good educa LIKE DARGAIN COUNTER RUSH ing her friend's danger Miss Shearer
e
Miss
Mrs.
to
Mary
Taft,
tary
DEADLY GREED
FOR MONEY
called for help but it was already too
terday at his home Ojo Caliente in tion, for as a boy he attended the Lux
Spiers, has resigned and belate.
Lamy's
Taos county. A dispatch telling ot nis Academy at Taos, Bishop
her
resume
will
tomorrow
ginning
went
later
was
Miss Pohl struggled bravely to
Buda-PeJudge
and
received
Santa
by
school
at
death
Fe,
yesterday
st
Police
of
Chief
of
duties in the war department. Her
Passion of Man N. B. Laughlin of this city and while to Webster College at St. Louis, Mo.,
Overpowering
maintain her footing but it was to no
chosen.
not
been
successor has
Has Leg Broken by Immense avail. She 'began to slip and horror
Who Must Answer to the
it caused much regret It was not a and also spent some time studying at
All that Miss Spiers would say last
remem-... Crowd.
Colwas depicted on her countenance as
who
..
'
to
Business
those
and .Statton
great, surprise
Charge of Murder.
night In regard to the matte was
she took in at a glance the probable
bered how close to death's door the lege in St. Louis.
"You can simply say that I thought
fate that awaited her. In a few secwas in El Paso the
statesman
Hun18
his
various
in
aged
followed
He
Although
April
Budapest,
pursuits
it best to resume my duties at the Kansas City, April 18. Picturing latter part of January of this year. He business career,
onds the terrible descent began and
including stock rais- gary is having an exciting general the unfortunate
Dr. B. C. Hyde as a man whose evil suffered with
war department."
but
girl rolled to her
Bright's disease,
For
horticulture.
and
ing, agriculture
election, the visit of Mr. Roosevelt is death. Rescuers succeeded in reachReport of the Committee
propensities led hiin during his boy- paralysis was the immediate cause of years he lived at Ojo Caliente and was
The ing Miss Shearer who was taken from
The committee on the public lands hood to torture animals, in later life death.
monopolizing public attention.
proprietor of the hot springs there.
her perilous position and others startof
having had under consideration the to abuse the poor and
print
newspapers
Budapest
today
Mr. Joseph's public service was in
helpless and in Just what the funeral arrangements
ed for the crevice below where the
bill (H. R. 24416) to amend an act en
was not ascertained today, but the capacity of a probate judge, serv- columns about his arrival and extend
unfortunate
titled "An act to authorize entry of the fullness of his professional suc- are
girl lay wedged. The ac
Home"
"Welcome
ed
of
editorials
ap
that Mr. Joseph expressed ing Taos county for six years. For
cident
at about 4:30 p. m.
the public lands by incorporated cities cess to conceive the most colossal it is known
happened
some time ago to be buried in a like period he represented his dis- pear in English. The character of the but it was 9
p. m. before the rescuers
and towns for cemetery and park pur- murder plot in the history of criminal- a wish
last
station
at
crush
the
railway
this city. The body arrived here at trict in the territorial council and
could get the girl onto smoother
poses," approved September 30, 1890, ity Attorney James A. Reed made the 4
of night when the former President arten
came
o'clock
successive
this
afternoon.
then
years
same
in
state
the
statement
for
the
the
(26 Stat., p. 502), report
ground where a stretcher could be
opening
from
fact
the
rived
be
may
judged
Former Delegate Antonio Joseph continuous work in the House of Rep- that the
back witih the following amendments physician's trial for the murder of
chief of police suffered a used.
When the first rescuers, who were
In line 1, page 2, after the word "of" Colonel Swope today. In leading up to who for ten years represented the resentatives whither he was sent by broken
leg and several other persons young men at the college reached the
the motive, which the state claims Territory in Congress is well known both Democratis and Republican vot were
add the word
injured. Today a big crowd unfortunate girl, she was still coners, although the delegate ran on a
In line 5, page 2, after the word "of caused the alleged murders; Mr. Reed in Santa Fe,
cheered the distinguished guest as scious
Democratic
ticket.
and able to speak. She asked
A native of New Mexico the greater
add the word "such."
asserted that the overpowering greed
he left the hotel and entered the authem to remove the waving hair from
In line 8, page 2, strike out the for money liad manifested itself in 'part of Mr. Joheph's life was devoted
Mr. Joseph was elected inc 1897 a tomobile to
begin the day's program. her face as it was
word "ten" and insert in lieu there- Dr. Hyde. With the purpose of adding t0 public affairs. He was born in member of the Territorial council and
smothering her.
This was promptly done and the girl
to his wealth, Mr. Reed said, Dr Taos, Taos county, on August 25, was made its president by a unaniof the word "twelve."
THREE CORNERED FIGHT
breathed with Jess difficulty. Blankets
In line 11, page 2, after the word Hyde made love to women and then 1846, his parents having gone to mous vote.
SATURDAY AT LA MY. were brought and the girl carried in
The Taos from St. Louis and was of Portu . He was a prominent Mason, having
"shall," add the following: "Not oc- obtained money from them.
them. Dr. N. Boyd who was in the
cupy or use the same for such pur- deaths of Colonel Swope, Christman gese descent,
in tne eariy part oi taken the 32d degree.
As the result of a three cornered party rendered all the medical atten
pose or siiall."
Swope and James Moss Hunton, were. m8 during an Indian raid, the JosHe is survived by a widow, one son,
Change the colon in line 14, page 2, dealt with in detail, lhe charges tnat.pnh hr.nlA waa pstrovert and Antonio a brother, John Joseph, and two broth- - fight in Lamy Saturday night Toribi'o tion possible under the circumstances.
to a period, and strike out the words Dr. Hyde was' responsible for tlhe who was then two years of age and
Foretold Death.
Robert M. Foree, father of Encinas., a deputy sheriff at Lamy, is
Miss Pohl seemed to realize that
"And provided," in said line 14, and spread of typhoid fever in the Swope his mother were carried into captlv-iMis- s
Mary Foree, of this city, and laid up at his home on Canon road
on household, and that on three occaail or lines 15 to zi, inclusive,
with two bullet wounds in his right her deatlh was near at hand and told
ity. They were rescued many months Joseph Foree, of Ojo Caliente.
sions he tried to poison Margaret
page 2.
leg and his forehead bruised from a her friends who were near her that
As thus amended the committee rec- Swope composed a considerable part j
Francisco Lar- - her back and both legs were broken
blow from a pistol.
ommended that said bill do pass.
of his address. Mr. Reed said that the
'ribas, another deputy, also of Lamy, and that she had not long to live. It
The present statute which is sought state would show that Colonel Swope j
here charged with the shoot- - was discovered later that she was misBT
MARCH j ising.in jail
to be amended by this bill is as fol- was poisoned
of potas- Jose Maria Encinas, of Lamy, is taken as to her back being broken but
lows :
one
was dislocated and her head
sium as weu as strycnnine and tnai
in
jail having been bound over was (hip
;also
That incorporated cities and towns both poisons were given Christman
bruised. She was also in
'badly
today for the action of the grand jury
shall lhave the right, under rules and Swope. As to Hunton, Mr. Reed
She did not long
jured
internally.
of
OK
I
on
the
Garcia
Justice
by
charge
survive
rescue.
her
regulations prescribed by the secre- claimed he practically was bled to
assaulting Larribas by hurling rocks
Mr. Strong, the undertaker of Las
tary of the interior, to purchase for death by Dr. Hyde who was Indicted
ai him.
left yesterday morning to pre
cemetery and park purposes not ex- for negligently killing Hunton by
Cruces,
Wind- Presented a Petition for Equal There are several versions how the pare the body for shipment to Belen
ceeding one quarter section of public bleeding.
Tragedy Enacted
two
is
one
the
that
fight started and
lands not reserved for public use, such
and the dead
father was notified
Sparring for Points.
mill City in the Quiet
Rights to House and
deputies quarreled about arresting a by telegraph. girl's
lands to be within three miles of such Kansas City, Mo.,' April 18. Before
Funeral services were
on
mak
Encinas
Toribio
maa
insisting
cities or towns: Provided, That when the jury was sworn Mr. Conklin said
held at the St. James Episcopal
Senate
of Sunday
ing the arrest and Larribas urging him church at 7 o'clock last niglht. It is ar
such city or town is situated within that he
expected to call Dr. Tywman
to
are
so.
men
to
said
do
not
The
a mining district, the land proposed to
ranged that the matron of the dormitestify as soon as he is able to be
have finally come to blows and Larri tory, Miss Caroline Daniels and severto be taken under tMs act shall be con.aboiltf
ARREST
LONG
OF
RESISTED
STRING
AUTOMOBILES
TORRES
provided the case is not closed
bas is said to have knocked Toribio al
sidered as mineral lands, and patent
girls are to accompany the body to
,by that time. After the prosecution
down and shot him in the its final
Encinas
v
resting place.
had objected to the presence of Mrs. !
right leg after striking hifh over the
city or town Z extract
Three
Procession
Elicited
Officer
Down
Knocked
room
Dignified
the
court
in the
during
forehead. Larribas maintains that he POSSES SCOURING
from, but all such mineral shall 'be Hyde
Times Before the Latter
COUNTRY FOR ROBBERS.'
Only Sporadic Outbreaks of shot in self defense. Jose Maria Enreserved to the United States, and making of opening statement of the
cinas was seen this morning by a resuch reservation shall be entered in prosecution, Judge Latshaw ruled that
Enthusiasm.
Used
Weapon.
Mrs. Hyde and Mrs. Swope might resuch patent.
porter but declined to make any state Every Outlet Around San Francisco
ment
is Closed Up by Determined Men
about the fight. It is said that
It will be observed that the present main in the court room but all other
Deming, N. M., April 18. James
Washington, D. C, April 18. An he defended Toribio by hurling rocks
and Outlaws are Sure to foe
law does not apply to sewers, and it is witnesses should be excluded. At the
marshal of Deming, Luna army of suffragists moved on Capitol
Lan-ibas- .
deemed important tlhat cities be given first mention by Mr. Reed of Dr. Hughes, city
at
Caught.
shot and killed Clemente Tor Hill
the right to take public lands where Hyde's alleged intention to extermi- county,
San Francisco, April 18. With daytoday and presented a moster na- - The men were brought here yesterresistwhen
res
the
latter
yesterday
nate
attorthe entire Swope family,
wounded man is light this morning, fresh posses set
they are available for sewerage pured arrest upon being caught breaking tional petition of half a million sign-- i day morning, 'lhe
a
to
poses for the health and welfare of neys for Hyde made strenuous objec- into a store.
said
be
good uea! out ne out to surround the section in which
suffering
knocked
ers praying Congress for votes for
Hughes was
the Inhabitants. Sites of that kind tion. "We object to the hired! counsel down three times
to
recover.
the robbers who held up tlhe Overis
expected
before he could women
The petitioners rode in flagland Limited on Saturday night, are
adjoining cities or towns are usually in this case making such false state shoot.
bedecked automobiles, a long string PRESIDENT TAFT
of little or no value or they would ments," said Attorney Walsh. "An at
believed to be in hiding. Several
of them that reached almost from the
have been settled upon and patented tempt will be made to introduce evi
WELCOMES DAUGHTERS. Several posses are heading toward
hotel where the convention has been
BASEBALL.
dence gathered by highly paid coun- long ago.
Oakland, allowing no gully or cave
in session, down Pennsylvania avenue
The present law does npt permit the!selt detectives, liars,, perhaps thieves,
Washington, April 18 President in the broken country between Marlocation of either a cemetery or park who entered the house and laboratory
York to the capitol. There was no especial Taft made the address of welcome to tinez and Oakland to escape observaAmerican Philadelphia-Nedemonstration from the procession it-- ; the delegates to the convention of the tion. Every outlet to the thirty miles
upon forest reserves, and In many cas- of this man, while he was absent from postponed, rain.
es the forest reserves are within a the city. Such testimony as they will
self. Occasionally there were flutters Daughters of the American Revolu-o- f of the country is being carefully
American.
mue or two of the limits of a town give is wholly false and will be dis
handkerchiefs from groups of
which opened here this morning, guarded. In this city and all places
rain.
and prevent the operation of the ex proved. But if a revew of it is permitmen on the sidewalk and a man or in Convention hall, the home of the around the bay the police are guarding
National.
g
two cheered. The long line moved organization which has just been
Brooklyn-Philadelphievery approach, and provided the banisting law! The objects of this bill ted to creep Into the minds of the
rain.
is to allow the selection by cities and jury, it will create a false impreS'
in a dignified way and when the pleted. Nearly a thousand delegates dits did not escape by train early yesNational.
,'
rain.
leaders reached the capitol they car-- were in attendance. The session terday morning, it is believed certair
sioii which will remain." But the ob- New
i promises to be lively.
that they will be caught.
Chicago-Clevelan(Continued on Page Eight.)
wet grounds.
ried in the petition
pection waa overruled.
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AGE TWO.

Established 1856.

Old

THE DAILY

Wheat

Imperial
Jersey Cream

Pansy

ROUND

Little

Tucker.

Tommy

Vas Certainly

a

.Sucker.

For singing for nice BreadanoMeat
If he'd knovn vhat to choose

Faultless
in every detail.

With music, jests and words of
weight,
From grave to gay they alternate
Our sorrows to allay;
They travel many, many miles
face in
To wreathe some care-wor- n
smiles,
These Children of the Play!

WE GIVE CASH EEGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH

MM

RESOLVED!!!!
TVw

heart,

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST

Incorporated 1903.

GIN BROS.

These Children of the Play!

Bobolink

18, 1910.

UP.

CHILDREN OF THE PLAY.
"These our actors." Shakespeare.
(Albert fillery Bergh, in the Columbia.)
The stage with glowing fancy teems
To fill our lives with pleasant dreams
That chase dull care away;
With human nature's kindly art
jThey soothe and heal the aching

Four

APRIL

MONDAY,

MM

he'd had BUSIER
Ml RIM OTJ
To WEAR, UPON HIS CUNNING
LITTLE FEET.

I"'

JO
TOM

in1
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MINOR CITY TOPICS
When want and famine blight the
land
They lend a loving, helping hand;
Thus cherish them, I say!
Denver, Colo, April 18.
40
No.
For
Santa
they are all that's bright and
Telephone
Corner
Plaza,
F.
Southeast
The weatlier forecast for New
kind,
With tender heart and strength of
Tuesday with light frost in X
mind,
X
northern portion tonight.
These Children of the Play!
35
S
S
XS
X$
J.$ $ $
Smith Sues for Divorce George M.
College Wins 10 to 7 St. Mich- Smith has filed suit for divorce at Las neI-- ball team won a game from the
Vegas against his wife Laura B. loreee's Peerless team yesterday af- Smitih, who refused to leave Pueblo, L ern00
bv a score of 10 to 7.. In
Colo., to come to New Mexico, accord-th- e
flrst innjng the Peerless hoys lost
ing to plaintiff's allegation.
the game by errors which netted the
Forester Loses Home by Fire
College boys six runs.
James A. Scott, chief clerk in the for-- j salmon's Change of Ad Attention
est office at Capitan, Lincoln county, ,is caled to the display adverti ement
lost his residence and most of its con- - f vnthan Salmon's
Bis Store on
tents by fire last week. While attempt- (page eight. The well dressed man
ing to extinguish the flames he re- land the .man who desires to be well
ceived some severe burns.
Decodressed, will be interested in what Mr.
Fight at Magdalena Five men en- Salmon has to say about clothes,
fight at Magda- - Snnie one has writen that it is "a
gaged in a
lena, Socorro county, and all suffer-- , ?ocia oblisation to look every inch
ed more or less badly battered heads ia
?entIeman;.. and clothes well made
and a slight dent in their pocket books.
,j
t agsist ,n givjng this look-Fou- r
of them were fined five dollars
-"
"
w",l"
and costs by Justice of the Peace
.
Flores and one Jose Carillo, who is! though it has Deen some ume since
his
charged with starting the trouble, Justice J. M. Garcia has moved
MANUFACTURER
will be taken to Socorro by Deputy office to his home, 107 Sandoval street,
Sheriff Olguin, to work out a fine of .a good many people do not seem to
JEWELER
be able to find it. The justice has
twenty-fivdollars and costs.
Held Under Heavy
Bond. W. T. 'many callers, however, and he has j
Arnold was held to the grand jury asked them to tell their friends where
at Roswell under a bond of $10,000 .'he can be found. The justice has two '
in connection with the killing of A. large desks in his present office and
S. Luckie Wednesday.
He readily situated almost in the heart of the
gave the bond. At the preliminary it city, it is easy of access.
was learned that Arnold did not call
peasant ..Weather ..Again The
to Luckie's daughter to bring himweather man sent us SOod weather
his gun, and that the girl did not take yesterday, the maximum having been
CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
such part in the affair. The statement 63 and the minimum 27 degrees. The
A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF FLOWER
was made by Arnold that Luckie call- - reative
humidity took a drop and reg-eto his wife to bring him his gun. iSter(ri
SEEDS, ALL KINDS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
rWrees while the lowest
ALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION bETS,
Sold Tract of Land "Mrs. Nathan temperature last nigiK was 35 degrees.
Jaffa has sold twenty acres near the The fine weather yesterday thronged
Country Club to Cyrus M. Ditzler, a the plaza with people, young and old,
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
e
prominent farmer of Pearl City, 111. and the band concert was much
PHONK 1 Q
farm is one of the beautiful, high-- joyed. A year ago today the maxi-lAOC OAXON
KJ V ROAD
BLACK
developed tracts that surrounds mum was 68 and the minimum 37
having five acres in orchard grees with 88 per cent of sunshine.
and fifteen acres in alfalfa. Mr.
Verdicts Returned at Las Cruces
Ditzler has large farming interests in The third judicial district court had
Illinois and is here for his wife's a busy week. Those who will have to
He will take possession at account to the territory on charges of
health.
once." Roswell Daily Record.
misdemeanor are: Blacido Gardes,
Victorio Company Will Except The charged with larceny, jury trial, found
T Victorio Land and Cattle Company,! guilty; A. L. Lane and C. H. Currier,
whose land, to be submerged by the charged with burglary, jury trial,
SUCCESSORS TO J. D MULLIGAN
Elephant Butte reservoir the govern- - found guilty; Fernando Flores, charg-- i
ment seeks to condemn, will file a bill led with larceny, pleaded guilty; Epi- j
of exceptions in the office of the clerk fanio Romero, charged with larceny
f
of the district court at Socorro
goats, pleaded guilty; A. M. Palm
lowing the report of the board ofjquist, charged with writing worthies?
FUNFRAL DIRECTORS
commissioners filed this week and check, default bond w ith Park R.
C. Armijo and Kate E.
which placed the damages to be
125
l,AJ'.HoNKTI1 130 RED
in favor of defendant company well, in the sum of $500, alias warrant
7
DONE.
PICTURE FRAMING TASTEFULLY AND SATISFACTORILY
at nearly $200,000. The bill of excep-- j ordered; A. Baum, charged with
to which Gregorio Gonzales is ceny. bond reduced to $500 and case
also a party, specifies fifteen items. continued to second Monday of next
All but four are .purely technical. The term; defendant released on bond
n
are as follows: Raising thelnished by Joflin Barncastle and
of the constitutionality of the man Wertheim.
act of Congress under which the pro- ceedings were instituted.
Alleging TEXAS CATTLE SHIPMENTS
that the government has not proceedCEASE FOR THE SEASON.
ed in accordance with such act, even
San Antonio, Texas, April 18. As
if constitutional. Alleging that the the result of a very generous rainfall,
which
government failed to comply with
heavy cattle movement
SOLE AGENTS FOR
visions ot territorial law in regard to! began about two weeks ago has been
appropriation of water. Stating that brought to an abrupt end and only fat
uie proceedings to conuerun tne land beef cattle will be shipped. From
were instituted before the issues in three: to
eight inches of rain all over
the case were determined.
Un,ifhwDt
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
hnvo eliminated the
necessity of shipping cattle to the OkHOW'S THIS
lahoma and north Texas grass lands
Flour, Hay, Grain, Potatoes,
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- for
conditioning for the market.
ward for any case of Catarrh that canThe rains also insure a bumper crop
Salt and Seeds
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Ore. of cotton for these
parts. It ia
F. J. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, O.
that the drouth which has had
We, the undersigned, have kcown F, this territory in its grip- for the last
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
J. Cheney for the last 15 yesf. and be- two
years has been broken.
lieve him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially HAVE YOU BEEN ENUMERATED?
MHURRMHI!
able to carry out any obligations made
If not, or if you have any doubt, fill
by his firm.
out this coupon and mail to
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
'Supervisor of Census
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
MANUFACTURER OP
On April 15, 1910, I was living at
UlshtPricM MCVICAN Kfll
im Tested and i? Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internFitted by
j
ally, acting directly upon the blood address given below, but to the best
and mucous nurfaces of the system. of my knowledge I have not been enuDate Methods
SirhtSTv. '
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents merated there or anywhere else.
Name
China and
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills fo con- - Street and No
1.
SANTA FE, N. M. p
Franolieo
San
L346
j stipation.
City
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Winter Grocery Co.
y

i

CALL

Ap SEE

FOE YOURSELF

S$

Diamonds, Watches Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware,

rated

China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

free-for-a-

.

j

e

eeos

j

j

The Shoes That Wear
Buster Brown Shoes for the Bojs.

7T"T- -

COPY:

FRANK F. GORMLEY

j

en-Th-
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y

1

J

t MULLIGAN

k

RKING

Wood-Davi- s

By SAMUEL L. PARKER,
Mgr. Sales Dept.
A TRUE COPY:

'

'
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This is but one the many instances where we are asked to ship
this Filter all over the country.
They are Nature's Natural Filters. They are the most effective
and sanitary Filters on the market.
We will be more than pleased to give you a demonstration of the
Filter as we are now displaying same at our store.
Don't delay, but make an early call.

!

j

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING

j

i

J'E

Fulper Pottery Company, Flemington, N, J., April 4, 1910.
The
Hardware Co.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
We herewith beg to enclose you a credit memo for
Gentlemen:
covering one number eight Fulper Filter to be delivered at
once via cheapest route to Miss Meda Hess, M. D., Laguna, N. Mex.
Kindly see that this Filter goes forward at your earliest convenience as there seems to be an epidemic
of fever there and the
FILTER IS NEEDED AT 0K:R
Kindly advise us that you uave made this shipment and oblige,
Very respectfully,
(Signed) : FULPER FILTER CO.,

d

j

Zu.

WSSSSXIS

If it's Hardware

Vhorie
No. 14,

j

Bird-sesse-

d

WHOLESALE
AfSD RETAIL

i

fur-othe-

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.

i

All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.

pro-(th-

e

Wood

RATON

Screened

Lump

Yankee;

cerrillos

j

International Stock Food

We have it

fol-jo-

lar-tion- s,

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Steam Coal.

Smitbir s? Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. & 8. F. Depot.

Telephone

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

;

LED HERSCH

-

h. C. YONTZ

wvrcHES

ir.OFF

JEWELRY

Silveruiam

Unsurpassed Chocolates

Tos

be-liv-

Cut Class.
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OpiLL

piamohpo
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Goods.
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THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

C
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Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED

onlyat

AsbAKMFPA

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
(INCORPORATED)
,

Up-t-

Room

19

Catron Block, Santa, Fe, N. M.

Does a general ABSTRACT

i

of the best quality is obtained from olives picked before
maturity and immediately pressed. It is then called
"Virgin Oil" and has a greenis tingeh.
The quality here offered is Virgin Oil of especially fine flavor imported from known
sources and therefore free from adulteration of any kind.

OLIVE OIL

FISCHER DRUB COMPANY

$20,000.00

,

REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business.

to loan on Santa

Fe Real Estate
:
:
at low rate of interest

zoofsllid
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COL. R. E. TWITCHELL
MAKES A HIT.

HEADWAY.

New Mexico Military Institute

Bakes-Roasts-Broils-- Toasts

Add This Fact to Your Store of
Knowledge.

Pueblo of Great Advantage
of Hearing National Irrigation
Congress This Year.

He Tells

Kidney disease advances so rapidly

that many a person is nrmiy in its

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"Th West Point of th Southwort."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

BAKES bread, pie and cake

bakes them perfectly all through,

and browns them appetizingly.
Pueblo. Colo., April IS. When R.
grasp before aware of its progress.
"A."
ROASTS beef, poultry and game
Prompt attention should be given the g. Twitchell of East Las Vegas, X. M.,
with
a
which
f
heat,
preNational
steady
of
disorder,
Through'Academlc course, preparing young
of
the
vice
flrst
kidney
president
slightest symptom
serves the rich natural flavor.
men for collfige or for business life. Great
there is a dull pain in the back, rigation Congress, left here, he ex- BROILS steaks and chops makes
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
headaches, dizzy spells or a tired, pressed himse'.f as not only delighted
JS
them tender and inviting.
worn-ou- t
feeling, or if the urine is with the occasion of his visit to Pueb- of any Military School In the Union. Located
5
7- -3
irregular and at-- ! i0, but that he was convinced the
TOASTS bread, muffins, crack-eoa the beautiful Pecos Valley the Krden
dark,
and cheese.
with pain, procure a good kid- it 0f Pueblo, the Arkansas valley, and
spot of the West at an e'evatfon of 3,700
ney remedy at once.
jthe entire state would carry the bis
fuel above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
No drudgery of coal and
recommend event here next September to a point
Your
townspeople
Ittie rain or snow during session.
TViniiV Kidnev Pills. Read the state-- j that the eighteenth sessions would be
ashes; no stooping to get at
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduof
most
the
in
successful
the
history
ment of this Santa Fe citizen
the
no
no
oven;
smoke,
dust,
ates
from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
Jose Ortiz 7 Baca, Alto street, San the organization.
no
odor
good
cooking
thoroughly furnished, heated, light
just
buildings,
Mr. Twitchell spent a busy day and
ta Fe, N. M., says: "In 1907 I promodern
with
lr all respects.
fuel
edand
comHe
saw
at
here.
Pills
Pueblo,
greater
Stripling night
economy.
cured Doan's Kidney
A. Cahoon, President; W
E.
REGENTS
used
wash-boilon
er
the complete
Irons and water in
mented earnestly
Burrows & Co.'s drug store and
which
Vice
was
Mineral
J. Phelps White,
back
of
G,
Uamiltoa,
President;
in
palace,
availability
for
them
my
pains
always hot. The
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
had troubled me at intervals for three pleased with the hotel situation, and
A FiDlay
years. Doan's Kidney Pills brought- conferred constantly with the board of;
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
prompt relief and proved so satisfac- control and its officers in the rooms
tory that I willingly gave a puonu on uie tnira noor ot tne central diock.
address.
Trrsf
statement in their favor. Now, after In his speech at the board dinner at
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
two and a half years have passed. I the Maine hotel, Mr. Twitchell relatSuperintendent.
Cook-stovgladly confirm every word of that ed some of his own trials in helping
testimonial. I can add that I have conduct a congress, the sixteenth, at
since used Doan's Kidney Pills, giving Albuquerque, in 1&08, when he was
ha3 a Cabinet Top with shelf for keeping plates and food hot.
the ma more thorough trial and have secretary of the board of control, and
benefit.
of
Drop shelves for the coffee pot or saucepans, and nickeled towelracks.
tine
said
and
benefits
received the greatest possible
advantages
cure
He
town and state are inestimable.
enamel chimneys. The nickel finish,
It has long turquoise-blu- e
I know that this remedy is a sure
with the bright blue of the chimneys, makes the stove very attracfcr backache and kidney complaint." cited one instance, that Mr. Canfield
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 of Greeley, who was attracted to a
tive and invites cleanliness. Made with 1, 2 and 3 burners; the
Co., Buffalo, half minion proposition in New Mexicents.
2 and
stoves can be had with or without Cabinet.
JNew York, sole agents for the United co by reason with his identity with
CAUTIONARY NOTE : Be sore yon get this stove see lhat the
reads " NEW PERFECTION."
and interest and attendance at the AlSiates.
for
at
;
not
write
if
dealer
yours,
Descriptive Circular
Every
everywhere
Remember the name Doan's and buquerque congress.
to the nearest agency of the
More than that, Mr. Twitchell pointtake no other.
Oil
TO
ed out the great fact that a quarter of
(Incorporated)
unnow
a
million
acres
7."
sOiWELw.
being brought
TO AND FRO
der reclamation in the Territory of
to the imConnection made wirw Automobile New Mexico, due entirely
the
petus
given
by
congress.
Roswell
daily,
for
line at Torrance
l
"The Sixteenth National Irrigation plant, the big smelters, and the rail- a man's heart and he also asked that Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fs rgo
Automobile leaves Torrance for
all say short prayers every day for
at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell Congress put New Mexico on the road yards.
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
Mr. Twitchell is the author of a fa- the mission's success.
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros- map," was Mr. Twitchell's significant
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
"The Hismous historical publication
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar- statement.
He emphasized the importance
of
"I have been asked," said Mr. Twit- tory of the Military Occupation of making this a spiritual week and askrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance chell, "why I, a lawyer, not engaged New Mexico."
ed his hearers not to loiter around
and all Foreign Countries.
is $5.80 and between Torrance and even in my law practice in matters
saloons.
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- pertaining to irrigation, having nojAUTO turns TURTLE;
some of you this may be the
"For
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard land, being interested in no irrigation
FRANK OWEN ESCAPES last mission," he continued, "and it is
'
enterprises, one way or another, am
your duty to make a good one. There
Tf you are in need of anything, try so earnestly interested in the work of
for are some Catholics who lead their
the
Was
Peak
Program
Climbing
this congress.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
lives in such a manner as to be ready
Party of Autoists But the
"To all such I say that I "consider it
at any moment to answer the final
"Spring" Was Added.
a sociological question. We are bringsummons. They are friends of God.
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
ing up in this mountain-west- ,
through
While attempting to scale one of However, those who neglect their reCLEANING & DYE WORKS
irrigation and the work of this great the "peaks" a half mile or more be- ligious duties and scoff at piety; those
s
that hind the home of A. B. Renehan, to who try to remain in the church but
congress, a race of
MASONIC.
will commercially dominate the en- show off the
climbing powers of his are lukewarm toward it, certainly
FRENCH DRY AND STEAM CLEANING
tire world. We are doing this through automobile. Frank Owen had a nar- - merit the condemnation which is found
No
Montezuma Lodge
the
the
stimulus
of
land, homemaking.jrow escap f).om serlous ,f not fatal in the bible."
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg production,
all under irrigation. It
afternoon. His car
Father Vogt said the Cathedral bell
communications
ular
is a great work, a national and inter- injuries yesterday
WE ALSO CLEAN GOWNS, OPERA
WE CLEAN, PRESS AND REPAIR
first Monday of eacl national work, and one to which any turned turtle and he saved himself by will be tolled every evening, this beAND GENTS CLOTHES
LADIES
CLOAKS, SILKS, LACES, GLOVES
month a- Masonic hal good and energetic citizen of the coun- a magnificent vault just in the nick ing for those Catholics who do not atof time. With him, but several min- tend the mission and are considered
at 7.30 (t. m.
OLD HATS MADE NEW.
try may give his best effort."
TIES, PARASOLS ETC
utes before Mr. Owen took the leap, practically dead by the church.
H. H. DORMAN,
of
made
One
the
of
one
is
by
who
strongest
M.
were
points
J.
Dr.
Diaz,
PRICES REASONABLE
. SATISFACTION GUARANTERI).
Acting Master. Mr. Twitchell was his
suggestion that the greatest auto enthusiasts in the CLIFF DWELLERS CAME
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
the officers of the board of control Territory, A. J. Griffin and J. H. Walk-o- f
FROM ISLE OF PACIFIC.
the Eighteenth Congress bring all er. They made a rapid descension
1.
No.
Fe
Chapter
Santa
San
on
to
their force
Antonio, Texas, April 18. Ac- bear
the manufac- from the car before it turned turtle
Regular con- turers of the
R. A. M.
He
to W. D. Westervelt, of Hono- East Side Plaza:
Phone 132 Red.
'cording
to
Mississippi
valley.
from
if
save
it
in
order
possible
vocation second Monday of said the men who make overalls and and
an
on Poly- admitted
'lulu,
authority
the
feat.
Masonic
attempting
at
each month
plows and wagons and implements
archaeology, the civilization 01
It appears that Mr. Owen has
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
should be interested in knowing what come very proud of his machine and jthe Toltecs and Aztecs of Mexico is
P.
H.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT,
is being done for agriculture; where especially likes the ease with which not directly connected with that of
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
the men actually engaged in produc the car can be kept under control. He ancient Egypt but had its origin with
tion are; and that once interested, thought a demonstration of its hill Jthe Polynesians of the Pacific. He is
Santa Fe Commandery No, they will do the rest.
f
the opinion that the effort to
LACES & EMBROIDERIES
climbing abilities would prove of
conclave
1, K. T. Regular
auto
and
"Commercial
some
of
his
friends
to
Mr.
said
'tablish connection between ancient
supremacy,"
fourth Monday in each
"will make great demands remembering that Dr. Diaz is also a Mexico and old Egypt is an error and
month at Masonic Hall at Twitchell,
on the American people, and when it surgeon he seemed to have no fear cannot but lead to confusion,
have just received our new Stock of this
7:30 p. m.
comes, the resources will not be in the when he began to seek higher alti- Mr westervelt visited and carefully
J. A. MASSIB. E. C.
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroidcities, but in the land of the tillers tudes. All worked well for a while exam'ined many of the Aztec ruins in
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
of the soil. The call will surely be but in some way the car came too the
eries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
vicinity of the City of Mexico and
l i
of Ui
will
here
and
fulfillment
the
made,
lu
"
1
!B
is convinced that what he saw is the
Santa Fe Lodge or Perfection No. the
during this month only. All new patterns and
destiny of the American people roiling act. Mr. uwen ueciarea umi,. work of people who had been under
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted be found."
designs.
bowling was not in the program and
Scottish'Rite of Free Masonry meets
influence of Polynesian
While here in attendance at a meet-- ; he stuck to the machine trying to the
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM
on the third Monday of each month
hole.
of
board
the
His
of
steer
the
of
of
it
the
control
ing
shy
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
National Irrigation Con- - panions
CO
thought another altitude
ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
1910, would suit them just as well and lost
Pueblo,
gress,
September
corVisiting Scottish Rite Masons are
and conferring with Secretary Hooker no time getting out of the machine,
dially invited to attend.
and Foreign Secretary Gray of the na- - Mr. Owen continued steering and
32.
JOHN W. MAYES,
organization, R. E. Twitchell denly felt as though he were in a
Veneraole Master.
of East Las Vegas, N. M., first vice Wright flying machine and the propel-32.
HENRY F. STEPHENS,
president of the congress, related an ler had begun to get out of order.
FOR
Secretary.'
Then with a whirl mother earth and
incident that was very interesting.
In 1892, Mr. Twitchell, then a young the automobile parted company for a
B. P. O. C.
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
man and a citizen of New Mexico, for second or two. There was a cloud of
O.
P.
B.
No.
E.,
460,
Fe
Santa
Lodge
a cryj
few
sound
and
a
dust
had
a
been
since
he
and
only
years
whirring
secholds its regular session on the
from tne University of Kan- - of alarm from the three onlookers
Denver Colorado.
ond and fourth Wednesday of each graduated
Mr. Owen crush-Fe- ,
was
who
to
find
of
of
the
Santa
sas,
mayor
expected
city
month. Visiting brothers are invited
He ed to pieces. But he had made a
ca'pital of the Territory.
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
to Chicago to attend mayors' day record vault, escaping the hole and
went
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler. at the World's Columbian
Exposition, the machine.
Secretary.
The autoists set to work and took! CllTed bV Lvdifl E. Plflk
and had the honor of riding in the
with the famous Carter Harricarriage
New Mexico.
Knights of Pythias.
A.M. BERGERE.
ham'sVegetableCompound
serving his fourth term as
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights ol son, then
was
for
sick
Minn.
"I
Park Bapids,
mayor of Chicago, and father of Car- proud of the material in my car," said
Catron Block
Santa Ft, N. M.
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d ter H. Harrison, who later served as Mr. Owen this morning, "and if any
years wnne passing
I.
8
in
o'clock
in
month
at
Tuesdays
through the Change
one can be prouder than I am it is
terms.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit- mayor for four
of Life and was
Dr.
Diaz
honwho
and
come
automobiles
to
knows
did
the
"How
have
you
to be
hardly" abla
ing Knight's invited to attend.
AO.
own
or of riding with Mayor Harrison, out had a few of his
in wrecks."
around. Alter tan
ATJGC3T REINGARDT, C. C.
of all the mayors of the .country there
ing six bottles of
JOHN K. 3TAUFFER. K. R. S.
Lydia E. Pinkham's
that day?" was asked Mr. Twitchell. ENGLISH MISSION BEGINS
V eeretable Com
AT THE CATHEDRAL.
"That is easy," replied the irrigaI gained 20
pound
was
booster.
"I
the
tion congress
am now
pounds,
Preaches
youngest mayor of the oldest city, in Eloquent
Redemptorist
Fine Rigs, Reliable
able to do my own
Forceful Opening Sermon Bell
the United States."
worK ana ieei
Tolled Every Evening.
This was the fact. Mr. Twitchell
Buggies,
well." Mrs. Ed.
rLA Dorr, Park Rap- was only a boy, and had shortly beThe Rev. Father Vosct. the Redenro- fore entered upon the practice of the tnrisf whn Tine fnmt lioro in nnnHnft ids. Minn.
Brookville, Ohio. "I was irregular
law at Santa Fe. That town, as ev- a'' mission at the Cathedral for the
and
extremely nervous. A neighbor
eryone knows, is the oldest city in the English speaking Catholics and any recommended
Lydia E. Pinkham's
one wno aesire 10 auena tne services,
United States.
Vegetable Compound to me and 1 have
When in Need of Anything in
I
a
"But was only mayor for about
opened the mission at 9:30 o'clock become regular and my nerves are
year," added Mr. Twitchell. "I had 365 mass yesterday morning. He preach-- ! much better. " Mrs. II. Kinxison,
Livery Line. Drivers
days of grief, and I never tried the ed an eloquent sermon in which he lirookville, Ohio,
ECom-Pinkham's
Vegetable
outlined the plan of the mission which
job again."
made iroui native roots and
RATES RIGHT.
In his address to the board of con- is to continue a week and said that pound, contains
no narcotic or harm.
trol at its dinner, Mr. Twitchell op- there will be mass every morning at ful
holds the record
and y
A SPIRITED AND WELL MATCHED ened by saying: "I think I have as 6 o'clock for the working people who for drugs,
the largest number of actual cures
Don Baspar Avenue
team, is what we send out from this good a right as anyone to talk to a could not attend the 8:30 mass. The of female diseases we know of, and
Colorado and Pueblo audience.
Six- services in the evening will consist of thousands of voluntary testimonials
LIVERY.
are on file in the Pinkham laboratory
We send a driver, too, If desired. ty odd years ago, you were a part of a sermon, rosary and benediction.
at Lynn, Mass., from women who have
the
sermon
In
his
Mexico."
New
of
morning
Territory
yesterday
What more invigorating than a lively
teen cured from almost e very form of
was
a fact. For at the
This, also,
? hlft hBien,?: wh0 female complaints, inflammation,
spin over the smooth roads on a clear,
urf
ex-- j
time of the war with Mexico, the
all
ceration.displacements, fibroid tumors,
bright day.
boundary of the Territory of ercises connected with the mission irregularities, periodic pains, backache,
SANTA
CURIO CO.
It being Spring makes the ' occasion northern
New Mexico ran up to the Arkansas pointing, out the resemblance of these indigestion and nervous prostration,
.A
vvr
r
more enjoyable.
vre
t
i
nTnnmDDinpi!
e
river and included what is now the series of services to a chain, all of Every suffering woman owes it to
Take a ride and be happy.
south side of Pueblo, the Mesa. On
links, of which are necessary to 8elf to give Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege-- i
!
MEXICAN AND INDIAN GOODS
table Compound atrial.
tt ., ,i. t
i.
side
this
of
most
!0
located
are
the
river
WILLIAMS 4 RISING
5
7
If you want special artvice write
7mX particular
S . E. Corner of Plaza.
of the Important industries of Pueblo, telling
No Need to Cut.
exercise
810 San Francisco St, 'Phone 139 Red. such as the Colorado Fuel and Iron or devotion Divine grace may enter Mrs.Pinkliam,Xynn,Mass.,forit.
It is free and always helpfuL
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Wish those tardy senators could
hear the way the census returns are
dropping into the New Mexico's supervisor's office. If they did they would
pass that statehood bill poco pronto.

The men who twenty years ago declared that the greater part of New
Mexico would always remain an open
range because of the lack of water
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
took no account of the underground
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Vice President. waters nor the habits of scientists
Editor and President.
who are accustomed to overcome what
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasureseem to others insuperable obstacles.
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
Says the El Paso Herald, of one por- tion of Xew Mexico, always thought
13.75 t0
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail
about thedryestt0 be found any.
23
Daily per week by carrier
2.00 where:
Weekly, per year
75
Daily, per month, by carrier....
"At Columbus, X. M., less than
1.00
65 Weeklv. six months
Daily, per month, by mail
three
hours of railway travel west of
75
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
El Paso, in a region until lately regarded as fit for nothing but grazing
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
and not very fit for that, a well has
In
Is
sent to 'en sunk that supplies water suffi- New Mexico. It
The New Mexican is tie oldest new spaper
cient for 160 acres, using modern irri- ,
us auu BiUWUiK
every postomce in tne lemiory, aim u.
Ration methods. The water comes to
within three feet of the surface,
among the intelligent and progress lve peopie of. the Southwest.
"The great basin known as the Mim-jbre- s
valley, though apparently dry on
UNtON()LABCC?
the surface, carries an abundance of
'water underground easily accessible.
"
'
"
"
Within a few years this entire section
Tr
l.SOO.OOO wjn ue settled
(California
SOMEWHAT OF A GUESSER.
by home makers and
.. S50.000 transformed into a farming region of
The interest in the census returns Colorado
1,050,000 wonderful richness.
Connecticut
has become so great that bets are be Delaware
200,000
"Every acre of the Rio Grande basin
be brought into cultivation
340,000 can
ing laid on the probable population of District of Columbia
675,000 through pumping the underground waNew Mexico and its principal counties Florida . .
2,C00,000 ters, and the 200,000 acres to be
and towns. Those of a statistical turn Georgia
325,000
Idaho
by the Rio Grande project
of mind are making forecasts to see
will represent not more than one-hal- f
Illinois
5,S50,000
rehow near they come to the actual
2,800,000 of the acreage to be eventually reIndiana
port and the census office at Santa Fe Iowa
claimed for agricultural
purposes.
2,300,000
is already receiving inquiries for the Kansas
Here is our greatest asset, and it is
1,600,000
comas
soon
as
population figures
2,425,000 not at all to our credit that we are
Kentucky
piled. However, these figures cannot
letting it lie idle and comparatively
1,600,000
be given out at Santa Fe, but will be Louisiana
unproductive."
725,000
Maine
from
announced
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ELK'S THEATRE

....

Managing Director, Princess and La
Salle Theatres, Chicago
Presents

j

...

THE QUALITY MUSICAL PLAY

A STUBBORN
CINDERELLA

j

with

HOMER B. MASON
The One Big
THE

This Company's Record:
Nights Princess Theatre,
Chicago.
6 Months
Broadway Theatre,
New York.
PRICES: 50c, 75c, $1.00 and $1.50.
Seats on Sale at Fischer's Drug
Store Saturday, April 16.
467

For Best Laundry Work
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transacts a general banking business in alt its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on., all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal; terms
as are given by any money transniiting agency piibiic or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time.; ' Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
public is respecfully solicited.
i3"uu njxnnjTJTnnrLrLrui "p.n.n rurrLTLnj-u-ui
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THE

PALACE HOTEL
W'LLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

the Best Hotels in the West

Cuisine and
Table Service

Large Sample

Room for Com-

celled

mercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE
AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

KERR'S

HOTEL

PLAZA BARBERSHOP

J. E. LACOME;

For i3 year the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.

Proprietor

OUR NEW FITCH
TREATMENT

j

Commodious Sample

osm

s guaranteed to cure, (not only Long Distance Telephone Station.
relieve, Dindruff, falJintr hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
Steam Heated: Electric
carry a complete ine of all the
FIRST CLASS CAPE
popular hair and facial tonics.
Lighted, Every Room
IN CONNECTION
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & HTCH
a Good One,
BATHS BATHS BATHS
PRESS THE BUTTON VK

THE REST,

DO

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work i9 guaranteed: yocr
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122.

PHONE RED 122.

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
If you drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
supper ready to eat and you will not have to

We Are
Now

wait.

Serving

Our increasing patronage is the
best proof that we merit yours.

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPKProprietor

U.S.

KAUN

& Co.
GROCERS
'Where prices are lowest

'

-

$150,000

-- ,

Phone No. 23 Red

l

r

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

-

Basket leaves Monday Tuesday

i.

ex-te-

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established In 1870-

Returns Thursday and Friday,
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shcp
Mrs.PO. BROWN Agent

fore-We-

Austria-Hungar-

Assistant Cashier.

firsOF SANTAional'vBahk
FE.

e

Unex

-

'

BEAD, Cashier.

FRANK McKAKE,

L, A. BDGBES,

PERTAL LAUNDRY

.

ZTZ

J. B.

President,

One of

.

'ity

PALES.

COMPANY OF SEVENTY.

man-Ne-

j,a

ORIGINAL
SUPERB CAST
THE ORIGINAL MAMMOTH
SCENIC PRODUCTION,

and
Famous Princess Theatre Chorus
Positively the Greatest Singing and
Dancing Chorus in America.

office

1

Musical Comedy

Sensation of the Season

first

..tit

J,

WEDNESDAY APRIL 20
MORT H. SINGER

i

Washington.
3,225,000
at Santa Fe, Massachusetts
While the census
1,350,000
'
Strange to say, even the Democrats
expects to know by June, the actual Maryland
2,725,000 enjoy the reduction in the tax rate,
Michigan
opulation, at least, approximately,
2,200,000 although it robs them of the best
the official compilation may not be Minnesota
1,775,000 campaign argument they had.
Mississippi
Says
Octoor
published until September
3,575,000 the Carrizozo News, paying indirect
ber. The Albuquerque Journal, pub- Missouri
350,000 tribute to Republican financial
lishes a forecast by J. E. Learnard, Montana
450,000 agement:
Hampshire
which will probably come very near
Nebraska
1,300,000
"This reduction of 3.45 mills means
the truth. Says Mr. Learnard:
100,000 that. Lincoln county will next vear
"As the attention of the people is Nevada
New Jersey . .
2,.o0,000 keep something like $7,000 at home,
quite generally directed to the fact New Mexico
.
345,000 which, at. the old rate, would go to the
is
United
States
census
of
a
the
that
New
York
8,550,000
arterritory. And just here is where we
to be taken this year, I thought an
Carolina
North
2,200,000 have been 'dug' for years. With this
this
in
census
ticle treating of
taking
North Dakota .
500,000 announced reduction in the territorial
and other civilized countries would be
Ohio
4,600,000 rate, the difference in. individual navto
be
interesting
timely, and might
Oklahoma
1,575,000 ments of taxes should be noticeable.
your readers. I am aware that statis550,000 The county rate may be reduced in
Oregon
and
tics as a rule are considered dry
7,400,000 some particulars, especially
Pennsylvania
in the
reader.
to
the
average
uninteresting
Rhode Island
510,000 court fund.
We now have a very
They were never so to me, however. South Carolina
1,525,000 large court fund and an increase in the
I take delight in them, and have spent
Tennessee
2,250,000 valuation will permit a decrease in the
I
many hours of time, as think profitTexas
4,000,000 rate and yet produce sufficient reve- the
of
them.
Some
in
ably,
studying
tan
375,000 nue for two terms of court a year, a
Roman emperors desired to know the
350,000 condition that has not existed in this
number of their subjects, and attempts Vermont
2,050,000
Virginia
county for many years. Therefore,
were made to ascertain the facts, but
1,000,000 it js with pleasure we make the
Washington
record
to
not
be
seem
any
there does
1,175,000 going announcement; for we know it
Virginia
of a general census of the Roman em
Wisconsin
2,400,000 will ho recpivri i,
t
we
as
a
of
census
The
country,
pire.
135,000 the same snirit
Wyoming
understand the term, is to ascertain
the correct number of the inhabitants
Total
.90,505,000
with other information that may bo
Of the good work that the Terriis
in road building, the
sought, and to be taken at regular
tory
lt seems as if the death roll of dis- Carrizozodoing
and stated intervals of time. It is of
News speaks as follows:
citizens of Xew Mexico,
'ThP tPVl'ltni-id..rt'lrl .........
.
quite recent origin, in fact was estab- !,tinguished
Uliuri
iuuu ucn, ..n.!.,..
l,
nc
jjvv
lilies ii.
Aqcjstonf Engineer Lewis,
lished first in this country. Our conbegan
stitution provided for one to be taken year. Yesterday two more names were work rn thA Vnomi hill loot i..i,in,. .,.,,1
Hon. Antonio Joseph of Ojo fmm the ,.;,,
t'he work Vhas pro- in the United States in 1790 and in added
a
unA
w
rHpntP
ceeaeci
to date, that lull will soon
every ten years thereafter, and the the Albuquerque
Morning Journal. cease to be an impediment to the travone, of this year will be the thirteenth.
Both
in
well
wieldalong
years, they
eler. A long stretch has already been
The main purpose at first was to se- ed a
great influence in the formative cut out and leveled
cure a correct count of the inhabiup, and the work
period of this commonwealth.
It was
tants, but Congress has enlarged the only death that links their names to- presents the appearance of a railroad
grade. About forty men are employed
scope and plan at various times so gether in today's newspapers, for
on the job, and the work
that ours now is the most complete were workers in different fields they
promises to
albe completed in a
short
is
census
taken
that
exhaustive
and
though both were zealous for the ad- - time. This hill is reasonably in tfhe
nracticallv
on t r f Van' Mnvi nr
by any nation. England and France vn n
each took their first census in 1S01
Mr Joseph in the political field
and they take one every ten years. In a host m
and represented the east to
completV
India Territory hjmself Congress
1871 Great Britain included
His kind- meang
&
and other possessions, and their pop- ness of manner, his generosity, his lib- - pans outHned
count'
ulation appears in every census since erality in thought made him a great LJnco,n
Mexican
that time. The Emperor Nicholas of man. He was not a mere narrow poll- - The Xewsoon
J letlo , of
,similarly
or185C,
in
before
his
death
Russia,
tician and his broadness of character the Scenic m hof th
J
dered that a general census of the made him well beloved even in the from oanf v. nnvv
am,,,e , ,
Russian empire should be taken in camp of the enemy.
1S57, and every twenty years after.
Mr. Burke was New Mexico's most!
"
"
The last one in that country was in forceful editorial writer. He wielded
The moyement to establish, four
1S97, and the next will be in 1917. a classic and a powerful pen and of- The large cities of Russia take more ten those who knew him, wondered more land offices in New Mexico is
how so gentle and lovable a charac- - .caused by the rushing of the five
frequent enumeration.
could pen so bitter an editorial istinS land offices and the fact that
Italy, Belgium and other small
counties in Europe take a regular that made even the bravest wince. But the PeoPle tributary to Taos, Farming-i- t
r
census. Japan takes her cenwas in the performance of what he ton Socorro and Fort Sumner have
sus every five, years.
deemed his duty that he scourged the such a lng way 1o go to the land
"The first census of the German em- politicians and those whom he deemed office nw having jurisdiction. Last
pire was taken in 1871, and there has enemies of the public good, and if vear. the newest land office of the
been one taken every ten years since.
political atmosphere of Xew Mex- - rilory, that of Tueumcari, took in the
ico
is
esticleaner today than ever before, enormous sum of $1C6,333.99 in fees,
Ravenstein
statstican
The noted
mates the total population of the much of it is due to Editor Burke, ev-- . There were two thousand ' filings in
world at this time at 1,520,000,000, of en though he may have at times done 1909, in that one office alone; also
which number about COO.000,000 live an injustice and inflicted cruel hurt 167C land contests while almost a
in. countries that have never taken a where it was not deserved.
thousand homesteaders were patent- ed. This gives a glimpse of the
of North
census.
The population
growth
America will be found by the United
The editor of the Gazette at Questa, of the Territory, for, the Tueumcari
States census this year and the census Taos county, forgets that newspapers office has jurisdiction of, the smallest
of Canada, Mexico and the smaller often use the scourge and have sue- of the five land districts of the Terri- countries is 1911, to be about
ceeded In uncovering crime and graft tory, while the Santa Fe office covers
of whom nearly 80 per cent, and bringing them
to punishment an area larger than that of New
or 90,000,000, live in the United States. when all other agencies failed and Jersey, Maryland, Connecticut and
I have made an estimate by states and the most powerful influences sought Massachusetts combined,
to smoothe over matters. It is true,
territories, that gives a total of
I made a similar one early in that a wise editor will not take sides
o' the Republican city
'n
1900, and came within 400,000 of the in every quarrel or denounce every
Me
J?e
actual result. In that my estimate petty failing of those around him,
mayor
The
Santa
ia
0
t
,f
was
the
Mexico
200,000,
and
for New
New Mexican hopes that there is no
census showed 195,310. This year my erring mortal, but there are occasions truth in it. Just
now, the welfare of
estimate for New Mexco is 345,000, when the true newspaper smites right Santa Fe is far above
any picayune
and
left without fear or favor. Howwhich would give an incrase for the
political consideration, and those who
in
is
ever,
true
it
the
when
cent
of
general,
ten years of 150,000, and a per
would block Mayor Seligman's efforts
increase of 7G, as compared with an Gazette says:
to
city an efficient police
"A
of
certain
writer has said that no forcegive this
Increase of 41,717 and a per cent
a
and
and econom- progressive
SO for the ten years ending in 1900. newspaper which 4ook truth for
its Innt .
,. !
J
'"mistrauon
may ae
would
suemake
standard
a pecuniary
I estimate the city of Albuquerque at
to their party but thev are
1 2,500,
and the suburban towns of cess. The press might return the J071
traitor to their town.
Barelas and Old Alluqurque at 4,500, compliment by remarking that no minister who told the truth about hisi
making 17,000, that ought to be conThe editor of the Swastika, miblish
sidered i.nthe citv- Tne county of Ber- congregation, alive or dead, would oc-,
nalillo, about 25,500. I" think there cupy the pulpit much longer than one M ftt Des Uoi
m
'
uul''
is a closejface on between this county Sunday afterward. The press and
ln
week's
lssme
,ast
brags
he has
that
in
hatid
hand
go
with
whiteclergy
the
which
the
is
as
to
and San Miguel,
most populous county in New Mex- wash brush, rosy spectacles magnify- - been fighting the Socialists, the leadlittle virtues and kindly throwing ers of the Republican party,
ico. I don't think there is more than ing
foreign
little deformities into oblivion. The missions and the
pope. Good thing
1,000 difference between them.
the
pen and the gravestone are he advertises the fact or the
"Estimated population of states and pulpit,
parties
partners in saint making."
attacked would never have known it.
territories in 1910:
There are people in Santa Fe too,
2,125,000
Alabama
"Barbarous Mexico" has found more whose long suit is fighting but never
200,000
Arizona
1,500,000 than a rival in "Barbarous Mississip- - hurting anything or anybody but them-pi- "
Arkansas .
selves.
and "Barbarous Tennessee."
100,000
Alaska .

R.
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for sale quality"

One Resolution to Make

RATES

$1.00 A

DAY AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
.7

UEROPEAN PLAN

;t

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE ln
the City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
men, Give us a trial if you want first class service,

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM- -

GREGG Prop.

What other 1910Resolu
tion youmay make
now that you will
trade at KAUNE & OO. the
Resolve

year. It Is a resolution ln your own interest, for
If means the best possible
table supplies at lowest poscoming

HERE IS A VERY

Think It over-is- n't
KAUNE
A Co, the logical store for you
to patronize through 1910.

H. S. KAUNE
& COMPANY

BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA FJfl
Don't
Fail
to
Call

and

Inspect

Excellent Assortments of
Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Flacqnes
All Kinds of Drawn Wort;:1'
S
Leather Pillows Tops

Many
other

articles
'

Ihat

"attracln

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO
301-30- 3

PHONE 26

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PR5CE

sible prices.

,

EXCEPTIONAL

San Francisco bt.

Proprietor

Santa Fe, N, M.

MONDAY,

APRIL

18, 1910.

THE FARMER SOWS WHAT

HE EXPECTS TO REAR IF YOU
WISH A COMFORTABLE OLD
ACaE, PLANT

MONEY

IN

BANK

PERSONAL MENTION

HOUSE CLEANING TIME IS HERE!

P. D. McElroy of Las Vegas, is at
Gregg's hotel.
C. E. Parsons of Stanley, is visiting
friends in the city. ,
A. E. Wynne of the forestry service, is in the city.
J. E. Snevely, a salesman from
Salt Lake, is at the Claire.
C. S. Thompson, a Pueblo salesman,
is calling on the trade here.

Judge John

R.

Mcrie returned

on

evening from Raton.
Petrocino Gallegos and Francisco
Chavez, of Lamy are at the Coronado.
Thomas C. E. Hunter, a traveling
salesman from Wichita, Kansas, is at
the Palace.
O. H. Kniffen and J. C. White, min- re men frnni T")fnvpr nro in Vi itv
on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd of Colorado
Springs,'-aresightseers;- registered at
tne Gregg hotel.
W.. S. Dougherty of Mora, and who
is in' the forestry service, is registered at the Claire, hotel.
Inspector E. E. Van Horn of- - the
Cattle Sanitary Board returned yesterday from a trip to the upper

"Pit

a

DISH

a copy of Shakespeake sold for $5. In 1886 Oliver Wendell
Homes was offered this same book for $4,000. But had $5 been put out at
compound interest (4 per cent.) in 1623, it would have amounted in 18SC
to $160,000.
1623,

Former Territorial Treasurer

uel Eldodt and Mrs. Eldodt of

Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
"We

O.

C- -

WATSON

&

TRUST

&

CO- -

COMPANY

j

(Established 1882)

REAL ESTATE

a

Eeas ID.

lasting paints. You SIMPLY CAN'T make a mistake
if you use "SEWALLS HOUSE PAINT" and "SUNSHINE" inside finishes,

When you paint you want QUALITY and goods that
WEAR. Our paints are made from the BEST white

Sam-

lead and PURE linseed oil, a combination that lasts

Chami-ta- ,

are registered at the Palace hotel.
They spent Sunday in the Capital.
J. S. Mitchell, a traveling man from

pay liberal interest consistent with safety.

UNITED STATES BANK

IE

THE season for painting and decorating is at hand
and what you want is GOOD, RELIABLE, pure and

,,,

..... ....

.

TMfiS

in YourHofflB

;

1

Lillle

Saturday

NOW

In

PAGE FIVE.

THE SANTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

-I- NSURANCE

SURETY BONDS.

Louisville, Ky., Is calling on the trade.
S. C. Hall, a hardware salesman
from Trinidad, is at the Claire.
Former U. S. Attorney Earl Crans- ton of Denver, who spent the past few
days in Santa Fe on Irrigation matters
left for his home this afternoon.
Miss Jessie Fairfield of Chicago is
the guest of her brother C. W. Fairfield at the Xusbaum residence on
Washington avenue. It is likely that
she will stay for a month.

for years! WE GUARANTEE THEM.
We have all the sundries etc. that go with the line,
brushes, dry colors oils, alabastine, muresco, stencils,
turpentine and wall paper. SEE OUR WINDOWS.

Agents for YALE MOTORCYCLES.

From this he passed quickly into
writing and played an active part in
the earliest development of the state,
up to the opening of the Civil war.
When the war broke out he at once
Phone. Fed Ko. 189
li J 'San Francisco St.
enlisted in an Iowa .infantry regiment with which he served up to the
X. M., April IS.
Albuquerque,
William Smith Burke, for the past battle of Shiloh.
Participating in
twenty-ninyears editor of the Al- this battle, Mr. Burke contracted a
buquerque Morning Journal, Xestor severe case of rheumatism which left
of journalism in Xew Mexico and for jhim completely
incapacitated for
'more than a quarter of a century one duty. He was retired with the rank
of the most widely .known and most jof captain. His service to his couALSO Dealers in Furniture
.influential members of the profession ntry made him, while not an invalid,
,in the west, died Saturday afternoon jyet a man of delicate health for the
FINE LINE OP Carpets and Rugs FOR THE HOUSE
shortly after 4 o'clock, at the home of rest of his life.
his
Dr. James H. Wroth,
Following the war, Mr. Burke went
corner of Fifth and Copper avenue, at jto Leavenworth, Kan., where he be
All kinds ofi furnishings from uhinawara to stoves, and
,the age of 73 years. At the end Mr. came associated with Colonel 1J, it.
ranges, Also a tine assortment of desks, chairs, table
Burke was surrounded by the
for the babies.
and hat racks. Wagner folding
Anthony, the famous editor of the
of his immediate family, his wife Leavenworth Times. For much of
AT!f
areGRE
Tney
land children and those who have the time of his connection with that
Look over our stock aud see if there isn't
'been nearest to him in his home life. great newspaper and while in LeavenThe end was very peaceful and had worth was the principal city of the
something to interest you.
been anticipated for several days.
Missouri river territory. Mr. Burke
With the rare nervous vitality! that was practically the editor of the
was one of his remarkable character- Times. He took a very active part
Ornamental Doors.
istics, Mr. Burke, although never ro- - in the development of Leavenworth
ibust and although of late strength and in the building of the newspaper.
had been leaving him rapidly,
Always a pioneer; always a develto perform his duties until oper, Mr. Burke followed the westabout ten days ago, when he was ward movement of population
and
PUrt DRUGS
forced by extreme physical weakness came to Xew Mexico in 18S0. He was
to allow himself to be taken to his one of the first residents of the new
home on West Coal avenue. A few city of Albuquerque,
and in 1881
days later he was taken to the home founded the Albuquerque Journal. In
of Dr. Wroth that he might have this venture he had ns nis associates
more constant medical attention. For and backers Governor E. S. Stover,
the past three days, however, he Mr. Hazledine and Mr. Smith, Govhad been unconscious and he passed ernor Stover is the only one of the
away in sleep as peacefully as a child. four now living. Mr. Burke, with a
The funeral services will be he held single brief interval of about two
Dr. years when he was connected with
at the home of his
WE POINT PROUDLY
are made to perfection from our
Wroth, at 10 o'clock Tuesday morn another newspaper, has been the ediLumber) because the wood is to the fact that we handle only a line ing, April 19. The service will be in tor of the Morning Journal.
of the G. K. Warren Post,
perfect in every particular ard of drugs and remedies known to he charge
Grand Army of the Republic, and the PASSENGERS AND CREW
free from every imperfection of
and that our friends of the deceased are invited
knots, cracks and warpings. pure and efficacious;
SAVED BY WIRELESS.
us
to
enables
give the best to attend. The interment will be in
experience
Every foot of it is thoroughly
cemetery.
Rock Off
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so satisfaction to our patrons. Every- Fairview
Besides his wife, Mr. Burke is sur- Steamer Minnehaha Strikes
it can be absolutely relied upon thing that ought to be in a first class vived
Islands and Panic Seizes
Scilly
one
Mrs.
James H.,
daughter,
Those on Board.
by carpenters and builders, and drug store you will find here, at Wroth, byand one
son, Wallace Burke,
archi- prices that are satisfactory, and, in both
all sensible, wide-awa- ke
two
of Albuquerque, also by
tects hereabouts particularly the very best qualities.
Hughtown, Scilly Island April 18.
brothers, Hugh M. Burke, of 2012
mention our Lumber in their
steamer Minnehaha struck on subThe
Devisadero street, San Francisco, for
on
specifications.
an
editorial
writer
years
twenty
merged rocks near Bishop's Rocks at
&
Company.
the San Francisco Call, and for many two o'clock this morning. The passWhere your dollar buys the moat.
years connected in an official capac- engers were removed in
safety. The
ity with the National Soldiers Home vessel was badly damaged. The vesthere; and Finly Burke of Council sel was feeling her way through a
In Order to introduce my work I Bluffs, la.
fog when struck. A panic ensued
For
years,
practically
among her sixty-sipassengers but
will, for 30 DAYS begininng April 1
without intervention, Mr. Burke fol- tiheir alarm was
quieted by the crew.
make my fine $5.00 Cabinet Photos lowed his chosen profession of jour- WJirteless calls for assistance were
nalism. He was born in West Vir- sent out and in a short time dozens
for $3.00 and my $3.50 Photos for $2.50 per dozen
ginia in November, 1837. He lived in of fishermen's boats putting out from
No ticket schemes or cheap 'premiums to offer. One price to all. .
Wheeling as a small boy and there re- the island took off the passengers. The
RKMEMBER THIS FFER IS GOOD FOR ONLY 30 DAYS.
ceived his primary education. At crew remained aboard and this mornAll work guaranteed,
about fifteen years he removed to ing livestock which formed a greater
THE EL PIKON STDDIQ
western Iowa with his parents and part of the cargo was safely lightered
nease.
there learned the printer's trade. and landed.
Death Comes to Nestor of New Mexico Journalism For Twenty-Nin- e
Years Editor of Albuquerque
Journal.

iZSrlZZlny

in

SANTA PE HARDWARE &S UPPLY CO,

WILLIAM SMITH BURKE
LAYS DOWN PEN.

Modern Houses for RENT and SALE;
Fruit Ranches and large undeveloped tracts.
We have everything in the above lines.
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Establishment
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Undertaking
THE Waper

son-in-la-
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go-car-ts
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KIR.SCHBAUM
READY-TO-WE-

STRIPLING-BURROW-

fifty-nin- e
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SWfc

PAY""

and
:
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$12,50

TO

$20.00.

OUR MoTTO; f'LIVE AND LET LIVE."

CLARENDON
GARDEN

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS, choice

CLARENDON POULTRY Yards

n and After Mareh 1st.
Wise. fcp those daffk places

NOW.

eS
roasting chickensFRESH r,Ain

every
day
-

DAY
cAiUUU

mm

KcSL

Light Company

APPLES

Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes. Chickens
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed ou clean wholesome food'
.
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
A few choice cockerels for sale

FlorrirIII UJIVIJJ
QoriIro
AN

D

BE-5-

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.

x

Santa Fe Water

WooL-HAN-

that'aS your bu.sine.s.s.

-

1A Hrtiir

ARE ALL

FITTING. THE
CLoTHE-To BE HAD AT

YoU CAN PAY MORE IF YOU WANT To.

S

Photos

AR

ANY PRICE.

,

Charles W.Dudrow

CLoTHEJ

TAILORED-FOR- M
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Productus inflatus, Produetus aff.
wallacianus, Marginifera aff. murica-ta- ,
Marginifera aff. splendens,
illinoisensis,
Squamularia
perplexa,
Clyothyridina orbicularis,
Hustedia Mormoni, Phillipsia sp.,
bennetti, Composita subtilita,
Cyathaxonia sp., Rhombapora
Derbya cymbola, Spirifer,
cameratus and Spirifer rockymonta-nus- .
Dr. George H. Girty, who made
an examination of the fossils, is disposed to think they belong rather low
in the Pennsylvanian series.
The coal is 'exposed in two localities.
sec. 5, T.
In the NE
of the SE
of
16 X., R. 12 E., and in the XE
sec. 28, T. 18 N.. R. 12 E.,
the XE
X. M. Principal Meridian.
Several
years ago, a drift was made in the

St, Louis Rocky Mt &
Pccific

Phyn-chopor-

If as many had
believed in Henry

Company.
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Cimarron
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Henry

0J

9

Connects with K. P. S. W. Ky, train No.124 arriving in Hawson, N, M. at 6:15 p. m.
iConneets with K.P. its, W. Ky, train No. 123 leaving imwson N, M at 9:55a. in.
SStnge for Van Houten ", M, meets trains at Preston N. M.
C. iiS. Passenger trains arrive anil depart from DeMoincs as follow:
SOUTH BOUND
NORTH BOUND:
No, 8. 10.44 a. m.
No. 1. 4.48 a. m,
No, 11. 11 p, m.
No. 7.6 49 p. m.
Track connection with A. T. A. S. K. By. at Raton and Preston with O, & S. R.v. at
N
W.
M,
K.
and Cimarron & Northwestern at
lies Moines
P, S.
Ry. at Colfax,
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami. Kayado
and Red Lakes, N. M.
Ute Park. N. M. is depot fortlie following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
Baldy Black Lakes, Cerro, Kli.Hbethtown. Lobo, Questa, Rauchos de Taos, Red
River City, Tal pa, Taos and Twining.

jp,
IraEM'

'hfi

iWmMtys

JKn'Wl

2-

fFlag, tliaily except Sunday
J. VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M.,
Raton, N. t
Raton, N. M.

j

f

GeoFgfe

9 25
8 55
H 47
f8 37
8 20

Be Cigfar
18

'lts

It has

cflef smoke.

mace

because it is made well.
In more stores than any brand in
town'
n every case an aHead in
every case"
e "bouse ic banded the Perf ecto in not
Telephone Main 3500

Denver, Col.

I

'Daily.

E.

F. M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,
Raton, N. M,

J. DEDMAN,
Superintendent,

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

The Best Route

MOTEL ARRIVALS

System

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.

El Paso Texas.

J

THE

STRIPLING

Palace.
L. N. Peeper, La Crosse; Thomas
C. E. Hunter, Wichita, Kaus.; E. E.
Meier, City; O. H. Kniffer and J. G.
White, Denver; W. A. Brown, Albuquerque; L. E. Grand, Salt Lake City;
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Eldodt, Chamita;
C S. Thompson, Pueblo; H. Taylor,
Alamosa; A. E. Wynne, Forest Service. Claire.
W. S. Dougherty, Mora; J. A. Garcia, Conejos, Colo.; Mr. and Mrs. Sel- sa Hinne, Cincinnati; Frank Williams
Pecos; Thomas Chacon, Las Vegas;
A. T. Taylor, Chicago; J. E. Sneveley,
Salt Lake; J. S. Mitchell, Louisville,
Ky.; W. L. Black, Stanley; S. C. Hall,
Trinidad.

Carboniferous of Arizona occurring in
the Chiricahua mountains, the San
Carlos region, and northward. No use
has ever been made of this coal because of its limited thickness, low
fuel value, faulted conditions, and the
effects of intrusives. At one point in
the Chiricahua mountains tihe bed has
been metamorphosed to graphitic an-

thracite.

In 1906, Keyes writing briefly under
the subject "Carboniferous Coal Measures of the Southwest," mentions the
occurrence of limited quantities of coal
in th rnrwiifprnua nf tbo T?in Gran- Xo sections nor thick
de valley.
nesses of coal beds are given in Uhis

article.

that Carboniferous

He-state-

R. R

ffers

ONE WAY SECOND
CLASS COLONIST FARE
OF

business of fighting insects which attack food crops and forage crops
such, for instance, as the Hessian fly,
worm and the much- the wheat-strafeared "green bug" of the southwest.

TIME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

The coal in T. IS X., R. 12 E., is
posed hy a drift in the west cliffs of
the Rio Pecos, as is the case of the
previously mentioned bed. The two
beds occupy practically the same horizon in the Pennsylvania rocks, but
they are separated geographically by
more than 8 miles of barren strata.
The drift in "7. IS N, R. 12 E., was
made by Wie Pecos Copper Co., of
Cowles, N. M., with the hope of finding a sufficient quantity of good coal
to use in connection with the reducing of metallic ores.
The coal bed exposed in the drift
rarely exceeds 15 inches in thickness,
" has a bituminous shale roof one
f0t thick beneath (heavy sandstone,
while the floor is sandy shale. In
quality the coal is similar to that described in a previous paragraph. This
coal has been used for local purposes
at Cowles with fair satisfaction.
The above description bears addi
tional testimony that tJhe beds of the
Pennsylvania in the Rocky mountains
do not represent, in their entirety, the
coalless phase of that series.

j

coals have been generally unknown in
the west and "it is, therefore, of considerable interest that in central New
Mexico, coals of the Carboniferous
age have been recently discovered."
Gregg.
The following is quoted from the third
Edward paragraph of his paper:
A. E. Powell,
Denver;
FIGHT THOSE WHO
iSchultz, Cedar Brook, Ky.; Arthur
se"The name of this
SOUGHT TO SAVE HER.
Steel, Las Cruces ; P. D. McElroy, Las quence, the Ladronenian series, is
Vegas; L. Manheimer, Cincinnati; Mr. taken for the Sierra Ladrones, near
and Mrs. Lloyd, Colorado Springs; j which
Horrible Agony of Woman Who Took
place, important outcrops of
Poison Because She Could Not
Harper S. Cunningham, City; Thomas the formation occur. The known
D. James, Xew York; C. Bosserman, area of the
Bear Husband.
g
series is quite
Denver.
is
that
it
surmised
however,
limited;
Coronado.
the formation will eventually be found iSan Antonio, Texas, April 18. With
FrancisPatrocinio Gallegos, Laniy;
widely distributed, though probably grim determination to end a life that
co Chavez, Lamy; Anthony Dockweil-er- , in more or less isolated areas. The to her seemed a burden she could no
Cowles; C. E. Parsons, Stanley; known exposures are confined to the! longer bear Anastasia Villareal, 23
R. W. Smith, East Las Vegas; Otto Rio Grande valley in the Sierra La-- j years of age, married and pretty,
WTelline, Hodges; Camilo di Lalle, Los drones, about 30 miles north of So- - fought off for hours physicians and
Cerrillos; Samuel Borland, Cerrillos. corro, and also in the foothills of the members of her family who implored
Sierra Filicia, 10 miles east of the! her to permit them to do something
same town" (Socorro.)
PENNSYLVANIA COAL
jto counteract the effects of the deadly
ON UPPER PECOS.
Lee mentions traces of thin coal poison she had swallowed. Though
beds associated with one member of she suffered excruciating agonies as
Uncommon Formation Discovered
a general section in the Pennsylvania the result of having taken a dose of
one mile east of Rowe, N. M., but the rat poison, she rejected every offer to
Several Localities in Territory
Described by J. H. Gardner.
writer is unable to find any descrip- - ihave her pains alleviated or her life
tion in literature of the. beds report- - saved.
ed in the following paragraphs.
The woman took the poison at eight
(From Mines and Minerals.)
It is well known that west of tihe On the Rio Pecos, in the western o'clock in the evening and shortly
Great Plains, the Pennsylvania series portion of San Miguel county, N. M afterwards her groans attracted the
is represented hy beds chiefly marine Pennsylvania coal has been mined in attention of her family. Medical aid
in character. The nature of these and near the base of about 1,400 feet was summoned immediately and there
beds testifies to the marked contrast of limestones with occasional sand- is no doubt that she would have been
in the physiography of the western stones and thin beds of clay shale. saved had it been possible to adminas compared to the eastern portion These 'beds rest directly on the
ister an antidote. But neither entreaty
of the United States toward tihe close
complex of the Santa Fe nor force made this possible. Though
Above the lower or lime- her agonies were horrible to behold
of Carboniferous time. There is evi- range.
dence, however, to show that occasion- stone division of the Pennsylvania the woman did not utter a complaint
ally the floor of the western Penn- containing tihe coal, there occur over during the long hours that elasped besylvania sea was elevated sufficiently 2,000 feet of red beds consisting of fore her end came at five o'clock
conditions sandstones,
to bring about fresh-wate- r
shales, next morning.
conglomerates,
and the accumulation of carbonaceous and some limestones; these beds beDomestic trouble with her husband,
system whom she had ma-ri- ed
deposits.
long to the Carboniferous
but a few
The carbonaceous beds in the Penn- with the possibility of the Permian weeks
are said to have been the
ago,
sylvania west of Kansas and Nebras- series being represented at the top. cause of the
tragedy.
The lower or limestone division
ka consist chiefly of dark .shales intercalated between beds of limestone contains an abundant invertebrate NEW MEXICO STOCKMEN
and sandstones bearing marine fossils. fauna. Five lots were collected from
HAVE ANOTHER ENEMY.
But even beds of coal are found in above and below the coal, all of which
and
faces
like position.
represent closely related
the Range
Blake and Dumble have described a evidently belong to the same fauna. Caterpillars Are Destroying
in Northwestern Portion of
trace of coal of poor quality in the Among the fossils are Zaphrentic sp.,

FROM
SANTA FE, NEW

MEXICO

TO

Stations in British

Columbia,

California, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Oregon & Washington
SELLING DATES

Match 1st. to April 1 5th
DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO

VIA
and

Leaving Santa Fe 8.41? a. m.
Arriving El Paso 10,40 p. n.

EL PASO

and SOUTHWESTERN

FRESH EGGS
CREAM & MILK
Telephone No 140 Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

west-boun-

east-boun-

d

west-bound,

east-boun-

Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.

Train leaves for the north at

10:15

a. m.

Train arrives from the north at

4

p. m.

New Mexico Central.
Train leaves Santa Fe at 8:45 a. m.
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45 p.
m.

WOODY'S HACK LINE
Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hack and good
teams.
Tiling ctcne to Ovlalce
Cern.orta."ble.

Xa.s-sexxgr- ex

FARE

a5SA

$5.00

RETURNING

WASHINGTON, D. C.
World's Sunday
.

School

Convention,

j

the Territory.

I,eavin El PasoS.OOa. m.
Arriving Santa Fe 9.45 p. m.

Close connections at El Paso for Los Angeles, Calif., aDd
points in Southern New Mexico and Arizona on Southern
Pacific and El Paso & Southwestern.
QUICK TI ME TO ALL POINTS EAST
t Will leave Santa Fe 8 45 a. m.
y
rpI
Arrive at Kansas City 5,50 p. m, next day
Ifl
13
4
NO.
i
Arrive at Chicago 8.20 a.m. 2nd day
E. P. & S. W. and Rock Island traias carry Standard
Pullman and Tourist Sleepers, Chair Cars and Coaches
J. P. LYNG,
j
city Freight & Passenger Agent.
iJSljf'STST'.-r-"-

Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 10 from the south and
west, also No. 3 from the east, returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to connect with No. 1
also takes
passpassengers for No. 2
ing Lamy at 0:30 p. m. Returning
arrive at Santa Fe 6 : 30 p. m. with No.
l's connection only.
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to connect with Nos. 7 and 9
Returnand Nos. 4 and 8
ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 d. m.

coal-bearin-

j

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

BURROWS CO.

coal-bearin- g

HE

& RIO

Cough Cure

i

i

For Rates and full information address

DEE

Dr. Shoop's

ex--

East or West

-

bed in T. 16 X., R. 12 E., and considerable coal taken out for local use and
for experiments in making coke. The
bed ranges from less than one foot
to more than three feet in thickness;
the floor is fireclay and the roof con
sists of about two feet of clay shale
capped by calcareous sandstone 10
feet thick, grading upward into limestone. The coal is very poor in
i
quality and evidently contains a large
percentage of mechanically mixed armaterial. Some cleavage
gillaceous
faces are bright and it might be possible to wash it so as to produce a good
quality of fuel. A poor grade of coke
has been made from this coal as taken
from the mine, but the probabilities
are it will never be developed for this
The bed is likely not perpurpose.
sistent enough in thickness to justify
tJhe erection of a washing plant
or
coke ovens. About 300 feet back from
the entrance of the drift the coal thins
to one foot in thickness. At a dismile in either directance of one-hal- f
tion along the outcrop, the bed apparently thins out and disappears. It is
quite probable that future prospecting will show coal of workable thickness at local points on this same hori-

Never, positively never poison yourtunsrs. If yoa
cough even from a simple cold only you should
always heal, soothe, and ease the irritated bronchial tubes. Don't blindly suppress it with a
stupefying poison. It's strange how some things
finally come about. For twenty years Dr. Shoop
has constantly warned people not to take cough
mixtures or prescriptions containing Opium,
Chloroform, or similar poisons. And now a little
late though Congress says "Put it on the label,
if poisons are in your Cough Mixture." Good!
Very good ! Hereafterforthisveryreason mothers,
and others, should insist on having Dr. Khoop's
Cough Cure. No poison marks on Dr. Shoop's
labels and none in the medicine, else it must by
law be on the label. And it's not only safe, but it
is said to be by those that knowit best, a truly r
markable cough remedy. Take no chance then,
particularly with your children. Insist on having
Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. Compare carefully the
Dr. Shoop package with others and note the
difference. No poison marks tbere! You caa
always be on the safe side by demanding

zon.

From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

El Paso & Southwestern
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PASSENGER SCHEDULE

APRIL

MONDAY,

0

rryftfl

0

Q

UHEqUALED
FOR BAD BLOOD

Normal, healthy blood contains millions of tiny red corpuscles, which are
the vitalizing and nourishing element of the circulation. These corpuscles are
constantly forming iu healthy systems by the extraction of nutriment from food
eaten, and this nourishment is then supplied through the circulation to every
portion of the system. Any system which does not receive the proper amounl cf
blood nourishment is not prepared to withstand the countless disorders that assail
it. Bad blood can not nourish the body, the circulation must be pure, rich and
strong if we would enjoy good health. Bad blood manifests itself in various
ways. With some it takes the form of skin diseases and eruptions, others become
bilious and malarious, with sallow complexions, torpid liver, etc. If the germs and
impurities in the blood are of a more virulent nature then bad blood becomes moro
The Spanish edition of the 1909 serious and produces Rheumatism, Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, and like troubl"'.
Laws of New Mexico are now ready Nothing equals S. S. S. for bad blood. It is Nature's own blood purifier, made
from roots, nerbs and barks. It goes into the circulation and removes every imfor delivery.
Price: Paper cover, purity or prison, strengthens and enriches the blood, and in this way supplies tbi
$3.25, plus 17 cents postage; full sheep, body with the proper amount of nourishment to maintain good health. S. S..S.
tre finest of all tonics and while purifying the blood builds up eve y
Address is likewise
$4.00, plus 20 cent3 postage.
system. S. S. S. cures every ailment coming from bad blood, ar-- '
portion of
all orders to The New Mexican Print It does so imply because it purifies the circulation. Book on the blood sent
THE SWIFT STECI7IC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
tree to all w"--o write.
Ing Co., Santa Fe, N. M.

A very unusual and serious state of
affairs has recently been found to exist in northeastern New Mexico,
where the caterpillar of a large moth

has been attacking the grass and cattle ranges in increasing numbers and
over continually .widening areas, says
a dispatch from "Washington. Hundreds of acres were ravaged last year,
leaving the ground as bare as if it had
been burned over. In October and
early November the moths swarmed,
over the country, flying long distances,
and depositing their eggs iru millions.
The pest bids fair to render a great
extent of territory absolutely worthless for grazing, unless something can
be done to fight it.
This particular work is under the
charge of F. M. Webster, an entomologist of high reputation, who was for-

merly connected with the agricultural
experiment station in Ohio. His division of the bureau attends to the

May

19th-26t- h

$68.10

ROUND TRIP
From SANTA FE, N. M.
DATES OF SALE
MAY 14, 15,16, 17,

Return limit June 15th.
SANTA PE NEARLY ALL
THE WAY.

Summer Excursion Rates

LOS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO,

$35.20
SAN FRANCISCO

$45.20
One way via
PORTLAND or

SEATTLE,

$60.90

Dates of Sale, April 4 to
8, July 2 to 8, Sept. 1 to
7, Sept. 24 to 30, 1910.
PORTLAND,
SEATTLE,
TACOMA,
VANCOUVER and

VICTORIA

B.

C.

$55.00

Dates of Sale, May 28th
to June 2rd, July 9th to
16th.
months from
Return Limit, three
date of sal:. Oal I onAaddress.
II. S, T.UTZ, rent
Santa Fe, K. M.

MONDAY,

APRIL 18, 1910.
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to

M. O. Lighton, chief hydrographer
the geological survey:
"No bridge has been seriously
in
The underground works,
Floods
River
damaged.
With
Comparison
rvf t h O
Va f nnnolc
thk c a wore i r
the United.
have
in
Metropolitan
general
Railway
States.
withstood the flood perfectly, des-to which
The recent floods in the Seine at pite the abnormal pressue
en- Paris Tmc heen nntpd with ereat inter they have been, subjected by the
water.
damThe
Icroachment
of
the
act
iTnori
onrfneers. esnecially
conare
works
so
as
far
public
,
,i
spveral
,hm,
docks
the
affects
cerned,
principally
jects for preventing damage by sim- excavations and unfinished works.'
ilar floods in the future.
The details of the several projects
Size of Basin of the Seine.
to prevent future overflows
proposed
The Seine is the fourth, largest river of the Seine at Paris will be studied
In France, ranking in size below the with
general interest when they beLoire, the Rhone, and the Garonne. come available.
Its drainage basin (30,370 square Cost of Floods in the United States.
miles) is larger than that of the SusEngineers of the United States geoquehanna (27,400 square miles) or of logical survey estimate 1he annual
the Sacramento (27,100 square miles.) damage by floods in the United States
Flow of the Seine at Paris.
at ?100,000,00(). It is too early, per
Paris, however, stands 226 miles haps, to undertake to prevent or to di- measur-above the mouth of the Seine,
jnish thjs imniense osSi but its very
ed along Us course, ana uie
invites a serious study of
magnitude
drained by the river above the city is means of prevention, and the recent
only about 17,000 square miles. The misfortune of France may lead to
mean discharge of the Seine at Paris practical work that will serve as an
is about 9,000 cubic feet per second object lesson to America.
"second-feet"- )
Flood Studies by the Geological Sur(or, as engineers phrase it,
;
its greatest discharge in the
vey.
flood of 1876 was 58.C00 second-feet- ;
Studies of floods are contained in
reits discharge at the height of the
the United States Geological Survey's
cent flood (January 27, 1910) is re Water Supply Papers 8S, 92, 90, 147
second-feeand 162. Water Supply Pape SS, by
ported to have been 83,500
the flood jG B Hollister and M. O. Leighton,
This is less than
flow of the Susquehanna in 1S89 (720,- discusses the flood in the Passaic in
and less than
000 second-feet- )
1902; Water Supply Paper 92, by M.
of the flood flow of the Potomac at O. Leighton, discusses the Passaic
flood of 1904. The three other papers
Wa hington, in the same year
second-feet)- ,
when boats were cover floods in the United States in
paddled along Pennsylvania avenue, 1903, 1904 and 1903. Copies of all
in the heart of the city.
these papers can be obtained withA Relatively Narrow Channel.
out charge by applying to the DirecThe Seine at Paris runs between tor of the Survey at Washington.
stone walls in a channel that is spanned by many bridges. The width of UNCLE SAM'S NEW WAY

THE RECENT FLOODS

The value of protectionism to American workingmen.
The economic reasons for or against
building a deep waterway from the
Lakes to the Gulf.
The valuation of railways.
The effect of modern immigration
in the United States.
The value of organibed speculation.
The history of the rate of interest
in the United States.
The universities whose students
have produced winning essays in the
past are Washington and Lee, University of Chicago, Harvard, Oberlin College, University of Wisconsin, University of Pennsylvania, University of Illinois, Wesleyan
University, The
Branch Normal College of Pine Bluff,
Ark., Northwestern University, Un-

IN THE SEINE. of

Offer
Special
to owners of

I

1

nro-.ag- e,

.

1

t.

one-eight- h

one-fift- h

(470,-00- 0

Cllimnei may ue otrsrii.
that the largest and finest of these
bridges the Pont Alexandre Trois
is but 352 feet long. The construction
of the flood water within this relatively narrow channel was impossible, so
it overflowed a large area along the
banks of the Seine.
Extent of the Flood Damage.
Some of the Paris newspapers have
deplored what they, have called the
exaggerated foreign accounts of the
flood, but no complete or trustworthy
estimate of the damage done has yet
been made.

OF BUYING

1.11IS

The Economiste Francais says: "It
is desirable to challenge many of the
statements that have appeared to the
effect that the national wealth has
been seriously diminished and that it
will be necessary to contract large
public loans to cover the expenditures
involved."

Rene Tavernier, engineer of
French department of public
works (Points et Chaussees), writes
M.

the

COAL.

The United States government buys
about seven million dollars' worth of
coal every year for use in the navy,
in public buildings in Washington and
other cities, and for other purposes,
coal
of it mainly
about
one-thir-

d

used in public buildings on specifications under which prices are fixed according to the value or quality of the
coal delivered by the successful bidder. A definite standard of quality
for the coal thus purchased is specified by each bidder and this standard
is considered in awarding the contract. If the value of the coal furnished is below the standard fixed a
discount is made from the contract
price; if its value is above the standard an allowance is made for the excess of value and a proper sum is paid
in addition to the contract price. The
value is determined by tests and analyses made by the Geological Survey
on samples taken from the coal furnished by the contractor. These an-

Edison Phonographs
Unless your Phonograph is of the latest type it will not play
Amberol
Records without the Amberol attachment. Without this attachment it is furnishing only half
the entertainment it should.
To introduce Amberol Records into your home and demonstrate the added advantage of having an Edison Phonograph
that will play both the Edison Standard and Edison Amberol
Records, any Edison dealer is authorized to equip your
Phonograph with an Amberol attachment at a small charge
S.00 to $7.50 according to the style of instrument you
have, and give you, for $1.00 additional, ten specially made
Amberol Records. That is
(four-minut- e)

four-minu-

te

i

Ten Amberol Records for $1.00
If You buy the Attachment

)

2

2

.

Non-Miner-

Non-Miner-

;

4

2

.

1

I

j
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MARKETKEPORT
0

j

....

Lf

....

1

!

i

10(il-2(?(5--

2

j

25

$8.5Oi09.

Sheep

Receipts 6 000.
Market
steady. Muttons 86.50WS.75:
lambs
$8.25 Ca 9.80; fed western wethers and
fed western
yearlings $7.25(59.25;
ewes $6S.25.
Chicago, ill., April 1 8. Cattle Re
ceipts, 28,000; market, 15 cents lower.
Beeves $5.55(5 S.50; Texas steers $1.75
j

western steers $4.90G.75;
stockers and feeders $3.75 (ft 6.40; cows
and heifers $2.707.10; calves $G.75(ri)

l6.20;
'

Hogs

Receipts,

36,000;

market,

een,s lower. Light $9.30(59.65;
'mixed $9.309.G3; heavy $9.309.70;
,nngh S9.359.40; good to choice
heavy $9.409.70; pigs $9.009.05;
jbulk of sales $9.459.60.
20

.

Sheep

Receipts, 13,000;

(ft 10.00.

BLANKS

Printed and foi sale by New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, N,
Mcx.
Mining Blanks.
Additional and Amended Location

Nig ht.

with local play-goer-s,
will be seen as
Mac, and Carolyn Lilja is the prima
donna. Others prominent in the cast
are Bessie Merrill, Marguerite Keeler,
(Frank Carter, Don MacMillan, Geo.
Romaine, O. H.' Samson, Tessie
Bessie Graham, James P.
Houston, Walter Hofe, and many others, including a chorus of-- forty beautiful girls who can sing, dance and
act.
."A Stubborn Cinderella," is beautifully staged and the costumes of the
show girls will prove a delight to the
feminine eyes, being noted for their

s,

3 SDMI

gorgeousness, beauty and originality.
The slang which played such a prominent part in the authors' other successes, has been eliminated entirely in
this, which deals with the smart set.
Among the song hits, which number
sixteen, are "Love Men Just Because'
"What's the Use," "Don't Be Cross
With Me," "I'm in Love With: all the
Girls I Know," "None but the Brave
Deserve the Fair," "When You First
Kiss the Last Girl You Love,"' and
many others.
At the Elks' theatre on Wednesday
night. The seat sale is at Fischer's
drug store.

.PI.LILS

for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
dJt Foley's Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitutes.
STRIPLING-BURROW-

S

& CO.

sheet.
Certificate,
Agreement of Publisher,
Proof of Labor.
sheet.
1-- 4

2

1--

1-- 4

1--

sheet

1-- 2

-

New Mexico

Practice

in the District and
SuCourts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Santa Fe,
xew Mexico
11
I."
C. W. G. WARD

....

preme

.

Territorial District Attorney
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas, - New Mexico
EDWARD C. WADE
Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Court and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.

Las Cruces

-

-

New Mexico

WILLIAM McKEAN
Attorney-at-La-

Minins and Land Law.
Taos

NeW Mexico

W. A. FLEMING JONES
Bonds and Investments
XJ. S. Commissioner
for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
Eastern and local bank references.
Las Cruces
New Mexico

....

R. W. WITTMAN

Draftsman

sheet.

Notice of Mining Location,
sheet.
nue Bona and Lease of Mining
property, 2 sheet.
Placer Mining Location,
sheet
Title Bond of Mining Property, 2
Mining Deed,

-

E. C. ABBOTT

2

1-- 4

-

Attorney-at-La-

market,

steady. Natives $4.508.35; western
$5.00S.40;
$7.258.S0:
yearlings
lambs native $7.759.S0; western $8

THE FAMOUS "FLOWER GIRLS"
"A Stubborn Cinderella" to Be Played at the Elks' Theatre Wednesday

the territory.
Las Cruces,

8.50.

j

i

of

i

Market
Receipts 7,000.
lower.
Bulk $9.25(ri9.50;
jl5
heavy $9.2offi 9.53; packers and butch
ers $9.35(59.50; light $9.10(9.40; pigs

Colonel Hunt, her body-guarinteraffair
The
Mac.
with
the
rupts
young
couple meet next at an Orange Fete in
Del Coronado Beach, Cal where Lady
Leslie is to see for the first time her
affianced husband, Grand Duke Boris.
It is here that she becomes obstinate
and chooses Mac.
Homer B. Mason, a great favorite

CIGAR SALESMAN" WANTED
unnecessary. Sell our brands
to the rettail trade. Big pay. Write
for mil particulars at once. Globe
Cigar Co., Cleveland, 0.

FOR RENT In most delightful part
house with
city,
cellar; new bath, electric lights,
acre of
rich
telephone,
garden,
small
young
orchard,
fruits,
city and aeequia water, yards for 200
hens, stable for horse and cow, room
prize $500.
for carpenter shop. Address L., New
These special Amberol Records are not for sale and will
Class "B," first prize $300; second
Mexican, or 0. C. Watson Co.
not be listed. They have been made for this special purpose.
prize $200.
Go to any Edison dealer and hear them. Then you will
B
includes
Class
only those, who
realize what an Amberol attachment means to you. If there
sheet.
Mining Lease.
at the time the papers are sent in,
is no dealer near by, write us.
Coal
Declaratory
Statement,
are
undergraduates of any American
Edison rhonojrraphs
$12.50 to S'on.oo
sheet.
Kdisuu Standard Records
Vk:
college; class A includes any other
Kdison Amberol Records (play twice as lone) W:
Coal Declaratory
Statement with
'Americans without restrictions. A
7
Edison Grand Opera Kccordb.
jc to
Afcontestant in Class B is eligible to a Power of an Attorney,
National Phonograph Company. 75 Lakeside Avenue, Orange, N. J.
fidavit
and
Corroboratitig
prize in Class A.
sheet.
in Affidavit,
of the committee
Jl Members
of
Notice
to Water,
sheet.
Right
charge of the essays are as follows:
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of
s
Prof. J .Laurence Laughlin Univer- Notice. 4 sheet.
alyses and tests show the finality of of analyses of coal furnished for the sity of Chicago, chairman,
Affidavit of Assessment,
sheet
the coal in terms of fixed carbon, vola-- fiscal year 1908-9- .
j
Columbia
j. Clark,
prof
Unfer
The new plan has not yet been sity.
Stock Blanks.
tile matter, sulphur, ash, and moisture
Bill of Sale Animals nearing Venand especially its heating value in 'uuuieu 10 niei purcnasea ior tne ves- prof Henry C. Adams, University
dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
British thermal units, as determined els of the United States navy, but nf Whip-does covt,r alout 400,000 tons of coal
vn-- i,
Hm.M(,(1 whit '
by calorimetric tests.
ritv
..v., t.,,v W .
n
l..trvVit iw uac uu me T...1
kwusih,
isiuinus or njra- - Prof. Edwin F. 4J.J,.,
The Old Way.
Gay, Harvard Uni-- !
1 40.000 tons used on
nama
aim
about
Until within a few years the agents
versitv.
of the government, in buying coal, re steamers plying from New York to
Colon
lied upon the integrity of the dealer
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- and the reputation of the mine or district from which the coal was obtain- IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
PAUL A. F. WALTER
ed, and these formed the only possiTO NEW MEXICO COLLEGES.
MONEY AND METALS.
Attorney-at-Lable assurance that the coal was equal
New York, April IS. Call money Santa Fe,
New Mexico
in quality to the grade to be furnish- Prizes
Offered for the Best Essays on
per cent; Prime mercantile
ed. The new method has been so sucEconomic Subjects by Chicago
Mexican dollars 44;
paper
CATRON & CATRON
cessful that it will probably be grad7G3-S- ;
Business Men.
Atchison 114;
Amalgamated
and Counsellors-at-Lato
Attorneys
cover
a
extended
ually
larger share
An opportunity to eonipete for New York Central
124
Reading
Office: Catron Block
of the government's fuel supply.
JOG
Southern
127
Pacific
'
New Mexice
Santa Fe,
.
ulletm Explaining New Method, t.
Union
Pacific
86
Steel
187;
as"m
the
stlulcnts
slven
pfd.
bf.Pn
"?
..to
A full statement or this method of
me .cw .uexico colleges. 1 lie mvi- - 121
CHARLES F. EASLEY
buying coal is contained in a recent!
New York, April IS. Lead dull, spot
tation
conies from Prof. J. Laurence
bulletin of the United States Geo(Late Surveyor General)
of the University of Chicago, 4351443; copper dull, standard spot
S1."
Attorney-at-Lalogical Survey (Bulletin 428) entitled
is
who
chairman
of the eonimittep in and May 12.70(fi 12.S5; Silver 53
"The purchase of coal by the govern-Land and Mining business a specj
GRAIN, PORK. LARD AND RIBS.
ment under specifications with analy-- j charge of the contests.
IS. Wheal May ialty.
Chicago.
April
The prizes have been offered from
ses of coal delivered for the fiscal
New Mexics
Santa Fe,
101
July
year to year by Hart, Schaffner &
year 1908-9- "
by George S. Pope.
GO
57
Corn
j
May
July
The bulletin includes a statement of Marx for the past six years and have
RENEHAN & DAVIES
Oats May 421-8- ; July 40.
the factors affecting the value of coal, brought out so many excellent studies
A. B. Renehan
E. P. Daviet
Pork
20.90.
May 20.60; July
a description of the methods adopted of commercial and economic subjects
Attorneys-at-LaLard May 11.S5; July 11.83.
for sampling and testing, a form of that they are now renewed for the
Practice in the Supreme and DisRibs May 11.87
July 11.75.
used
new
under
the
specifications
Courts. Mining and Land Law a
plan seventh year.
trict
WOOL MARKET.
a list of government contracts for coal
The subjects of the essavs cover
Office in Catron Block.
specialty.
St.
IS.
Mo.,
Louis,
Wool,
April
for the fiscal year 1909-10- ,
and a table! such important topics as:
Santa
Fe
New Mexico
steady; territory and western niedi-- ; '
fine
rims, 22W24;
1SW20;
mediums,
G. W. PRICHARD
j
fine, lltfiM.
Attorney and Consellor-at-LaLIVESTOCK.
Practice in all the District Courts
Kansas City, April IS. Cattle Re- ana
gives special attention to cases
ceipts 6,001), including 400 southerns. before the Territorial Supreme Court
Market steady. Native steers $6.50?fi Office:
Laughlin Elk Santa Fe, N. M.
8.25; southern steers J5.25iW.S- - smith- ern cows $3.50(fi 5.75; native cows
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
land heifers $3.75 (ft 7.50; stockers and
Attorneys-at-Lafeeders $4.506.75; bulls $4.255.90;
Practice
in the District Courts as
calves $4(T8; western steers $3.73(58;
well as before the Supreme Court of
western cows $4 ifi 6.25.
to

The first act of "A Stubborn Cinderella," the latest musical comedy
success of Messrs. Hough, Adams and.
Howard, authors of "The Time, the
Place and the Girl," "The Goddess of
Liberty" and other successes, is laid
on the campus of the University of Columbus, at the unveiling of a statue.
The second act depicts a realistic railway wreck and the third an Orange
Fete at Del Coronado Beach, Calif. The
plot of the piece Is interesting and unusual and concerns the daughter of a
Scottish Earl who has never spoken
to a stranger. She is among the
guests at the unveiling of the statue
of Columbus and meets Mac, the leader of the college, with whom she falls
in love at first sight. She, however,
is engaged to Grand Duke Boris, so

FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
Michael. Real Estate.

iversity of Michigan and Bowdoin College. Some of the essays have been
of such merit that ihey have been
published in book form.
The prizes arc, to be divided as follows:
Class "A," first prize $1,000; second

nogs

Plays " Players

FOR RENT Three furnished rooms
or housekeeping. 400 San Francisco
treet.

sheet.

....

Copies furnished of records on file
in the U. S. Surveyor General's Office.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
JOHN K. STAUFFER
Notary Public
Office with the New Mexican Printing Company.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico

....

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX
Carrying the U. S. mail and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
EI Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads
and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 9 a. m., arrive in
Roswell

at

3 p.

m.

Leave Roswell at 10:30 a. m., arrive
In Vaughn at 3:30 p. m.
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to
each regular ticket, excess baggage at

the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Ros-

well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours In advance. Rate for
special $40.00 to accommodate four or

fewer passengers to either point

J. W. STOCKARD.

(V'ANAGZR
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Territory Had Advanced It
Money to Help It Over
First Few Years

Red, White and Yellow

TWO

BOARD

RESIGNATIONS

Postmaster R. W. Hopkins Ap-- j
pointed to Fill One of the
Vacancies.

full assortment of Garden
and Flower Seeds.
F. ANDREWS

Ptae

1

4.

5BQB3EE

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

of building material.

YRDON

NEW

HICKOX

STREET, NEAR
CENTRAL DEPOT.

MEXLCO

Red Phone 100

Phone Red 100

T0MAS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.

Quay county today paid in full its
loan to the Territory which had been
granted upon two occasions by legislative act. Territorial Treasurer M.
A. Otero receipted for $3,394, amount
of the loan and interest.
Notaries Public Appointed.
Governor Mills today appointed the
following notaries public: Jesse C.
Estlack of Henry, Eddy county; John
S. Crozier of Carlsbad, Eddy county;
Frederick J. Rose of Wagon Mound,
Mora county; C. C. Davidson of TuFrank G.
cumcari, Quay county;
Fischer of Belen, Valencia county;
LinAugustin Chavez, of Rabenton,
coln county; Arthur F. Jost of Verme-jPark, Colfax county.
Incorporations.
The Civic League, an organization
patterned after the Woman's Board
of Trade of Santa Fe, today filed incorporation papers in the office of Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa. The
are at Alamogordo,
headquarters
Otero county, and the League proposes to look after the public library, the
Alamogordo cemetery and other objects of civic interest. The incorporators and directors are : Leah M. Rousseau, president; Josephine Dudley,
vice president; Ottilie Waldschmidt,
secretary and treasurer; Fannie B. O.
Reilly, New Mexico agent; Mrs. Mabel
B. Davis, Caroline L. Wolfinger, Annie
G. A. Anderson and Mrs. Queen
E.
o

Warren.

The Calumet Ranch Company also
filed incorporation papers, the New
Mexico agent being Karl S. Woodruff
of Roswell. The capitalization is $30.-00- 0
divided into 300 shares. The in-

corporators and directors are: R. E.
Hornor 75 shares; Karl S. Woodruff,
73 shares; F. T. Stewart, Columbus,
Olvo, 75 shares; J. S. Griffin, Parkers- burg, West Virginia, 75 shares.
Temporary

io

rinnT ni
r nn
hum

HACK SERVICE

SATISFACTION
ASSURED
-

mHRincs hapk-

i

imp theodore
RRIOK.. Prop

PopiaTprL Buggies and Saddle Horses

District court for Santa Fe county
reconvened this forenoou and several
cases were set for a hearing before
Judge John R. McFie this afternoon.
INanonai uudiu inspection.
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes is
much pleased with the result of the

"

,u

18, 1910.

agricultural lands vacant at this time
within that distance of any city or
town in the west. All such tracts
were entered prior to their withdrawal and before the establishment of
the forest reserves.
The committee brieves that the
present statute should be enlarged in
the respects provided for in this bill,
and that the objects of the measure
are very meritorious, and that the inhabitants of many towns would be
greatly benefited by being allowed to
avail themselves of t!he provisions of
this bill, and that It should be enact-

Xewhall and R. F. Asplund.
Large Seat Sale The seat sale for
"A Stubborn Cinderella" at Fischer's
drug store has been large. There!

i

APRIL

uvuiub

to get desirable places and there are
still a few good ones left. The man-- 1
Guard inspection.
National
Every ager of the Elks theater is much grati-- !
'
company except one showed up very fied at the prospects of a big house ed into law.
well and in all 639 men out of a total Wednesday night. It is said that the
strength of 750 reported at the inspec- company is really carrying trie number I STRIKE NEAR PITTSBURG
RESULTS IN RIOT.
tions. The light battery at Roswell of people advertised.
Rich Silver Find "Reports come j
had 112 men in rank at the inspection.
from the Gran Quivera country of an Thousand Employes of Pressed Steel
Educational Trips.
Car Company at Schoenville
Superintendent of Public Instruction accidental silver find which is rich be- - j
Go Out.
J. E. Clark and Professor Pettingill yond relief. Several parties, among
were at Las Vegas yesterday and to- them citizens of Carrizozo, have had !
thousand em
Pittsburg, April 18.-- A
day and tomorrow will be at Wagon returns from the assay office as high
Mound from where they will go to as G20 pounds, yes, pounds, of silver ployes in the erecting department
Bernalillo and Albuquerque.
to the ton. The extent of the deposits of the Pressed Steel Car Company at
Sandia Pueblos Do Not Want to Be have not been estimated as yet. These Schoenville struck today. In a riot
Counted.
samples were taken from an old hole that followed, one man was shot in the
The Indians of the pueblo of Sandia about twelve miles from the Gran arm and Captain Smith of the company's police was badly beaten.
y
in Sandoval county are in rebellion Wuivera. The hole was found
Railroad Strike Threatened.
Pablo
Census
Enumerator
Carrizozo
against the
by a sheepman."
Wilkesbarre, Pa., April 18. The
Lujan and have emphatically refused Outlook..
conductors, train men, engineers, fireto answer his questions. Superintendmen and telegraphers of the Delaware
ent Perry has been appealed to and TEXAS MEN ARE
WAITING
& Hudson railway have decided to go
that
Indian
hopes to convince the wily
on
a strike tomorrow unless the comthe enumerator means him no harm.
One.1
From
(Continued
pany
Page
grants tflie Baltimore & Ohio
Wilson
C.
U. S. Indian Attorney F.
.
.
scale
of wages.
and Special Agent Elmer Marsh will towns
of a site for a cemetery or a!
howalso take a hand. If necessary,
public park within a forest reserve, j CARTER LOSES HIS
ever, the U. S. marshal may have to
Under the present statute cities and
$400,000 FORTUNE.
lend his assistance in getting the towns are limited
in the selection of
Trouble is also
red skins counted.
parks to 160 acres, witlhin 3 miles of j Washington, April 18. Dismissed
anticipated at San Felipe where the the town. In many cases there are. from the army and put into the peniIndians are aroused over a recent no suitable sites for
public parks up- tentiary for alleged connection with
murder for which one of their number on the public lands within three
miles fraud on the government improveis to be prosecuted, a fact which they of the town, while there may be ment of the harbor at
Savannah, Ga.,
resent very much.
scenic canyons or groves and other former Captain Oberliri M. Carter, had
desirable places for such purposes at his fortune of$40d,QOO swept out of
a greater distance from the towns. his hands today as a further outcome
The public health and general welfare of that affair. The government sued
of the inhabitants require that cities to recover money which it was alleged
t
should have, where possible, an out- the former captain held as
(Continued From Page Two.)
of
or
his
for
fraudulent
the
place
ing
picnic grounds
work, and today the suNew Board of Education The new old and young, which is usually used preme court of the United States
board of education will organize on for a place for a drive from
the handed down a decree in favor of the
the first Monday in May.
town, and also for Fourth of July and government.
Archaeological Auxiliary Committee ' other gatherings of the people.
The Ladies' Auxiliary of the Archae
The present law does not expressly CHILD STRUCK BY
ological Museum held its first meet- require payment for the land, while
WRECKING TRAIN.
ing in the Puye room in the Old Pal- the proposed statute requires the payace this afternoon.
ment of a dollar and a quarter an Special to the New Mexican.
W. C. T. U. Meeting There will be acre, and limits the amount of
land Cerrillos, N. M., April 18. The two
a regular meeting of the Woman's that can be taken for
to
one year old child of Gregorio Terrez, livChristian Temperance Union at 3 p. section. That amount isparks
often neces- ing at Ortiz, southern Santa Fe counm. tomorrow.
Some matters of im- sary because the site desired is usu- ty, five miles east of Cerrillos, was
portance are to be considered and all ally some canyon or small grove struck by the extra wrecking train
members are urged to be present.
where there is little or no available going west yesterday and seriously inWreck on the Santa Fe An engine land, and yet it would require that jured. The child who was at play on
and several freight cars going into much land to control the site, even the track was struck by the engine
the ditch on the Santa Fe below Lamy though the available portion of it is on the forehead and there is very little hope for its recovery. .
yesterday forenoon, tied up traffic the often less than 40 acres.
greater part of the day. It was five
This act will not apply to mineral
ociocic Deiore tne train trom the south Hands, or coal, or other valuable sub- The annual meeting of the stoo'c- due at noon arrived. Today the train stances, nor will it include
land holders of the New Mexico Telephone
any
from the south was an hour late.
that has any appreciable value for Company will be held at Its office, N.
Convocation Tomorrow agricultural purposes, for the reason W. corner Plaza, Santa Fe,
Episcopal
Thursday,
fhe convocation of the Episcopal mat tnere are no valuable tracts of April 21, 1910, 5
p. m.'
j

;

i

Lumber and all kinds

church for the district of New Mexico, will begin its annual session In
Saint John's church, Albuquerque. The
representatives of the Church of the
Holy Faith, Santa Fe, are as follows:
Clerical: Rev. F. W. Pratt, warden, L.
Bradford Prince; delegates, Frank

R.

District Court.

GROCERY AND BAKERY

PlifiiJ.

MONDAY,

V. Hopkins to succeed him.
Resigned as Trustee.
V. F. Buchanan of Tucumcari today resigned as a trustee of the territorial asylum for the blind at

master

IJIHi

M- -

Census

Clerk.

Ernest E. Epperson today entered
the" employ of the New Mexico census bureau as a temporary clerk.
Regent for University.
Governor Mills today accepted the
resignation of E, S. Stover as a regent of the University of New Mexico
at Albuquerque and appointed Post- -

J
'

acei-tntal-

i
j

;
i

Minor City Topics.

aj-esul-

j

BIG
F0V9LL BE DISTINGUISHED FOR YOUR

WELL-DRESSE-

AP- -

D

rLAKAWUt UN ANY COMPANY YOU'RE SEEN IN, IF WE PUT
the clothes on you. We have the styles here that you want; they're
such clothes as you don't find any whereelse in this town. They're made exclu
sivelyfprusby HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
and that's all the argument you ought to need. These
are about the only clothes now that you can depend
on to be strictly
and that's important to
you to know if you consider it important to get value
for your money.
We advise you to be sure of
in your
clothes; we're pretty certain if you once determine
that you must have that quality, you'll come to us
for your clothes.
all-woo-

l;

all-wo-

ol

New

Fabrics, Models, Patterns in Spring Overcoats

&

Suits

This new season is a lively one in the variety of
weaves and patterns we can offer you. Grays seem
to lead; plain grays, checks, stripes; plaids, all sorts of
mixtures; also many new browns and tans, and a big
range of good blues in all patterns. You'll find something good to fit your taste and your ideas of style.
The Spring overcoats are also exceptionally interesting. We have many new models to choose from;
some very smart new fabrics that will please you.
SUITS, $20 to $50 OVERCOATS $16.50 to $40.

We ought to tell you something more about our new hats for Spring;
some new blocks that make taste-an- d
headfitting easier than ever.
In fine neckwear also the variety is almost bewildering; the only man
who can t find neckwear to suit him in our stock is the man who doesn't
wear a necktie at all.
Fine shirts, fine hosiery, gloves
Spring and Summer underwear;
we can supply any man with the
things he wearst as tine as ,you
want.

Mah&a

riWwteri

mi

I

,

1

This store is the home of Hart
Schaffr-e& Marx clothes.
r

SaS0

a

v..i.i.tjjaujiau.Jit-5mj.jM...mjJ.Copyright 1909 by Hrt Schaffner & Marx
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